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Grazin’ with Marty Moose—WSU Edition
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Getting Started
The intent of “Getting Started” is to give a brief overview of what is contained in the Marty
Moose electronic files and provide a brief outline of how to construct a notebook for the
curriculum.

Introduction
Moose Migration – About the WSU Edition
These pages describe the process undertaken to generate the WSU Edition of Grazin’ with Marty
Moose. It also summarizes selected data from the series of pilot tests completed between
FY2006–2008.
Tips for Nutrition Educators
The ideas described here use a few simple communication dynamics. You will find suggestions
for introducing yourself and this curriculum, and for working with the teacher and second grade
students. You will also find some suggestions for how to introduce the imaginary Marty Moose
to the class the first time and how to set some ground rules for sharing learning time together.
About the Lessons
These pages briefly provide a description of the component parts of each lesson, the curriculum
scope and sequence, the curriculum Washington State Essential Academic Learning
Requirements (EALRs) with Grade Level Expectations (GLEs) Assessment, and details on how
to shorten the series to meet time constraints of teachers and schools.
Setting Up Your Notebook
This outline suggests a sequence for the curriculum notebook and lists supplies that will help
maintain the integrity of the teaching materials.

The Lessons
There are seven lessons in the 2016 WSU edition of Grazin’ with Marty Moose. In recent years,
it has become more challenging to get more time in classrooms to increase dosage due to
curriculum priorities in K-5 education and FNS SNAP-Ed increasing programming directions to
Policy, Systems and Environmental strategies.
To maintain curriculum fidelity, a minimum of teaching Lessons 1-5 is required. It may be
necessary to administer any pre/post-test during the lessons, or go into the classroom
specifically to complete the survey. Educators should not give the surveys to teachers to
administer. The additional two lessons, although optional, increase dosage to allow for more
review time, culmination of new concepts of energy balance and importance of our food and
activity environments influencing our behavior.
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Workbook
This section contains: a table of contents of worksheets by lesson, topic, and degree of difficulty.
An optional folder, and optional nutrition worksheets that can be used to keep students focused
on learning while the snack sample is being prepared. Or alternatively, they can be left with the
classroom teacher for lesson reinforcing activities that increase the nutrition education dosage.

Resources & Supplementary Materials
This section provides both the vendor resource list and supplementary materials identified within
each lesson overview if not contained in the lesson file itself. These supplementary materials are
usually used in more than one lesson or are optional if they suit the SNAP-Ed educator’s style of
delivering the lesson.
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Setting Up Your Notebook
General Notebook Supplies Required
2 to 2½ inch 3-ring binder with clear cover and spine pockets
Cover page and spine label, printed on card stock
10 tabs: Introduction, Lessons 1–7, Workbook, Resources & Supplementary Materials
30 Plastic sheet protectors for master copies of Parent Letters (7),
and Worksheets (17)

Notebook Sequence
Introduction
Getting Started
Setting up Your Notebook
Moose Migration… About the WSU Edition
Tips for Nutrition Educators
Curriculum Overview
Lesson 1: Grazin’ the Plate
Preparation Outline Lesson
Overview (2) LessonTeaching
Outline (2-3)
Activity A: Glo-Germ Experiment (2)
Recipe: Fishing with Marty (1)
Parent Letter (2)
Marty’s Mug in plastic sheet protector (1)
Grazin’ MyPlate (MP) mini-poster (1)
Grazin’ MP Handout (1)
Go-Glow-Grow Graphics (3)
Fishing License Card, Weekly Challenge Card and Poster
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Lesson 2: Grazin’ on Grains
Preparation Outline (1)
Lesson Overview (2)
Lesson Teaching Outline (2-3)
Activity A: Meandering through the Meadow with Marty (2)
Recipe: Goofy Grains Sandwich (1)
Parent Letter
Go/Carbohydrate Graphics (6)
Marty’s Messages mini-poster (1)
Marty’s Messages Card (side 2 of Fishing License), Weekly Challenge Card and Poster
Lesson 3: Eating a Rainbow
Preparation Outline (1)
Lesson Overview (2)
Lesson Teaching Outline (3)
Activity A: Can You Name That Food? Recipe: A Sense-able Celebration of Vegetables (1)
Activity Clue Cards (1)
Parent Letter
Fruit & Vegetable Glow Graphics (13)
Photo of Eat a Rainbow board (3)
Weekly Challenge Card and Poster
Lesson 4: Where’s Your Moosetache?
Preparation Outline (1)
Lesson Outline (2)
Lesson Teaching Outline (3)
Activity A: Bones, Bones & More Bones (1)
Activity B: Know Your Calcium ABCs (2)
Activity C: Bone Bank (1)
Recipe: Blue Moosetache Smoothie (1)
Calcium/Grow Graphics (4)
Parent Letter
MP Table Tent (1)
Weekly Challenge Card and Poster
Lesson 5: Protein Power
Preparation Outline (1)
Lesson Outline (2)
Lesson Teaching Outline (2-3)
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Activity A: P is for Protein (1)
Activity B: S is for Strength (1)
Activity C: Protein Partner Push-ups (1)
Recipe: Mighty Moose Bean Dip (1)
Parent Letter
Protein Grow Graphics (15)
Weekly Challenge Card and Poster
Lesson 6: Healthy Eaters Stay in Balance
Lesson Preparation Outline (1)
Lesson Teaching Outline (2-3)
Activity A: It’s the Cup, Not the Claw (2)
Activity A: The Move More Game (1)
Recipe: MyPlate Stack Snack (1)
Parent Letter
Go-Glow-Grow Graphics (3)
Weekly Challenge Card and Poster
Lesson 7: Smarty Marty Chooses Healthy Environments
Preparation Outline (1)
Lesson Teaching Outline (2-3)
Activity A: Where Are My Food and Activity Environments
Activity B: Exploring MyEnvironments
Activity C: Smarty Marty TIC TAC TOE
Recipe: Mooseberry Crunch (1)
Parent Letter
X and O Graphics (2)
Tic-Tac-Toe Questions (3)
Final Challenge Card/Poster
Healthy Celebrations Proclamation
Appendix A: Worksheets
Worksheet Overview of Related Lessons (1)
Worksheets (alpha order by topic) (16)
Workbook Folder Master (placed in back pocket)
Worksheet Key
Appendix B: Vendor Resources
Appendix C: Supplementary Materials
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Moose Migration…About the WSU Edition
From Wyoming to Washington
In 2005 the original five lessons of Grazin’ the Pyramid with Marty Moose developed by the
Cent$ible Nutrition Program (CNP) (University of Wyoming Cooperative Extension) were
brought to WSU Extension’s Food $ense as a potential curriculum for second grade. In FY2006
Grays Harbor County and later, Walla Walla County, projects piloted the lessons. The original
curriculum targeted Grades 2–3, so nutrition content was simplified to target second grade in
Washington State. We found the lovable character of Marty Moose, plus the lesson activities and
introduction to accepting “differences”, truly inspiring and perfect for engaging imaginative
second graders. Together, Marty and the natural setting of the forest with its plants and animals
provided a storybook backdrop on which to lay a foundation for understanding that basic
nutrition, physical activity, and valuing differences are natural and vital for healthy, happy
living.

Piloting the Curriculum
To maintain the essence of the original lessons while meeting time constraints of our classrooms,
the curriculum was redistributed over 10 lessons. This modification allowed all of the original
activities to be used while omitting or simplifying the level of nutrition concepts targeted. The
first five “core” lessons included basic nutrition, food safety, and physical activity concepts,
while the second set of five lessons introduced the concepts of serving size, daily food group
goals, and label reading.
In FY07, Grays Harbor County Extension took the lead in reorganizing the curriculum into a
lesson format. Most recipes were adapted or added as needed. By the end of FY07, the lesson
content was solidified. In an effort to standardize the content across the state, each lesson was
scripted and timed. Parent letters were drafted to include nutrition concepts taught to the
students, practical tips for improving dietary practices at home, and a copy of the recipe tasted in
class. By the fall of 2007 the “WSU Edition” of Grazin’ with Marty Moose was ready to pilot.
Three counties (Clark, Cowlitz, and Grays Harbor) piloted the 10 lessons at the beginning of the
school year. The State Program Coordinator led a work group of three senior educators who
taught the lessons, provided written feedback, and then met via teleconference to discuss the
strengths and weaknesses of both content and delivery of each lesson. All revisions were based
on the consensus of the pilot work group. The focus of the revisions was to improve the timing
and sequencing of lessons, to add educator’s notes to help customize lessons for time and
efficiency, and to provide additional teaching tools that enhance understanding of difficult
concepts. Options for shortening the series were suggested. Both nutrition educators and
classroom teachers found the original pre/post-test too advanced for Washington State second
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graders. Subsequently, a Teacher Evaluation Form was developed and used during the remaining
pilots. Parent letters were translated into Spanish and Russian.
Several counties expressed interest in piloting this curriculum in Winter-Spring 2007. In
December of 2007, a two-hour introduction and orientation to the curriculum was offered
statewide via videoconferencing. Nine educators representing six counties participated in the
final pilot. All provided written feedback, with eight of nine educators implementing the lessons
as written. A summary of selected piloting data is presented below.

Marty Moose - WSU Edition Pilots
Numbers Reached
FY

Counties

Staff

2006

2

2

8

211

2007

1

8

13

351

2007, Fall

3

3

10

259

2008, Spring

6

9

37

829

68

1650

TOTAL

Classrooms Students

Final Pilot Educators’ Evaluation Summary (n=9)
(Liekert Scale: 1=Excellent/Yes; 2=Good; 3=Fair; 4=Poor/No)
Describe Your Experience

Average
Rating

Would you use this curriculum again?

1.2

‘Usability’ of the curriculum as
written.

1.5

Use with Food Stamp Nutrition
Education.

1.2

Quality of the Print materials.

1.1

Modifications Made

Added more educator’s notes for
timing and efficient delivery.
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Describe Your Experience

Average
Rating

Teachers’ satisfaction with
curriculum.

1.3

Curriculum’s engagement of students.

1.2

Added worksheets improve the lesson
delivery.

1.3

Modifications Made

Added worksheets.

Added workbook (19 worksheets with
overview and optional folder).

Final Pilot Classroom Teacher’s Evaluation Summary (n=27)
(Liekert Scale: 1=Excellent/Yes; 2=Good; 3=Fair; 4=Poor/No)
Rate Effectiveness of the Following

Average
Rating

Comments / Modifications Made

Content for nutrition and health
concepts.

1.0

Approach for age level (focus on
senses: see, smell, taste, touch).

1.1

Use of animated character to help
convey information.

1.2

Maintaining student’s interest in
subject matter.

1.3

Length of a single lesson.

1.4

Too long (11%); Notes to shorten if
time of concern; Added “Educator’s
Notes” with each lesson

Length of series (10 lessons).

1.5

Too long (11%); Options shorten series;
Three options for shortening series
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Rate Effectiveness of the Following

Average
Rating

Visual aids (MyPyramid poster,
handouts, wallet cards, whole grain
board).

1.1

Linking to home (parent letters).

1.3

Comments / Modifications Made

Food and health behavior changes (if any) observed as a result of this program.
• Student discussions/evaluation of nutrition value of lunches and snacks at school. (37%)
• Choosing healthier snacks and indicating why they are good choices. (30%)
• Increased water intake and exercise. (7%)
• Increased “hoof” washing with proper steps. (26%)
• Choosing NOT to eat high-sugar special occasion foods in the classroom. (4%)
• Made connection across subject matter: social studies, math economics, graphed nutrition
labels, rated cost per pound for nutrients. (4%) (Grays Harbor Co.)
Parents indicate that students demonstrate new knowledge with positive behavioral
outcomes at home.
• Increased conversations about food and nutrition.
• “The kids now have the vocabulary and knowledge to be able to talk about nutrition and
all that it involves.” (Mason Co.)
• “During February conferences parents commented on how impressed they were with
their child’s knowledge of the nutritional value of foods during family meals.” (Clark
Co.)
• Using recipes; like the quality of the snack recipes.
• Kids are starting to ask for heathy snacks to bring to school.
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Summary of Pilot Test of Marty Moose Workbook FY2009
Based on the 2008 pilot evaluation by classroom teachers and nutrition educators, 19 student
worksheets were developed for teachers to engage students in learning while the nutrition educator
prepares food samples during a lesson.
Worksheet formats included graphic identification, word finds, fill-in-the-blank with “word banks,”
and simple crossword puzzles. Worksheet content reinforced concepts taught in curriculum lessons.
An evaluation form, targeting classroom teachers, was developed to assess usage and
developmental appropriateness for second-grade students. Surveys were distributed electronically
to Food $ense educators using the Marty Moose (MM) curriculum. They distributed the survey to
classroom teachers to complete and return the form.
Results. Fourteen classroom teachers completed and returned the survey. The number responding
to survey sections varied. Usage responses were “yes/no” or “number of minutes.” Content and
format indicators were measured on a four-point Liekert scale with “1” being the most favorable
response, and “4” being the least favorable response.

Usage (n=7)

Used with F$ lesson

100%

Used outside of F$ lesson

79%

Avg. teaching time per activity

Content (n=13)

16 min.

Average
Score

Concepts appropriate for age

1.1

Strategies appropriate for age

1.1

Level of difficulty

1.4

Maintains student interest

1.2
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Format (n=12)

Average
Score

Reading Level

1.4

Page Layout

1.2

Average Ratings for Workbook
All 19 worksheets were used in regularly scheduled MM lessons; 79% were also used outside the
MM lesson. The average time spent on an activity sheet was 16 minutes. Of those (13) completing
the content section, 100% agreed that the worksheets were developmentally appropriate for content
and strategies. The ‘outlier’ for both content and strategy was the topic of label reading. For rating
“level of difficulty” a gradual trend in scores suggests some worksheets were more challenging than
others. For the 12 teachers rating “format,” all agreed that format was appropriate, with “reading
level” indicator showing the same score as “level of difficulty” in content section.
The curriculum work group met to discuss the results. Each of the three senior educators shared
their impressions from direct observation and experience in the classroom to help interpret the
data. This discussion resulted in simplifying graphics and content for those worksheets that tended
to have higher scores, omitting one of the two worksheets on label reading, and providing
interpretive guidelines for rating “level of difficulty” for each of the remaining 18 worksheets.
Each of the 18 worksheets was assigned a “level of difficulty” rating of easy, medium, or difficult using
these interpretive guidelines. The rating can be found in the Workbook Section of this curriculum.
Based on the small number of surveys returned, variability in these ratings may be experienced in
individual classrooms.
Level of
Difficulty

Interpretive Guidelines for Marty Moose Worksheets

E

Easy. Students can complete independently any time in the school year.

M

Medium. More challenging; better to use mid-year (winter). Students learn new skills;
May need verbal cues from classroom teacher.

D

Difficult. Challenging in skills; teacher guidance needed. Use towards the end of the
year.
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3rd Edition Pilot Conducted Spring, 2017
WSU Extension’s 3rd Edition of Grazin’ with Marty Moose (2016)was piloted in Grays Harbor
County in Spring 2017. Two nutrition educators presented 7 lessons of Marty Moose in 16
classrooms, reaching 324 second-grade students. Parent newsletter surveys were sent home with all
students and 113 parents responded (35%). Fourteen of the 16 classroom teachers provided
feedback on the 2016 edition of the curriculum.
Below is the summary of the pilot of Marty Moose 3rd Edition teacher observation surveys and
parent comments.
Content:
• Overwhelming majority rated aspects of content excellent to very good (93-85%)
Educational Approaches:
• Overwhelming majority rated as excellent to very good (78-93%)
New Features:
• 70-84% of respondents rated MM 2016 weekly challenges as excellent or very good
• 59-71% of respondents rated the Healthy Celebrations Proclamation as excellent to very
good
• 93% of respondents rated the new Lesson 7 - My Environments as excellent or very good
• 64-100% of respondents rated the new Lesson Vocabulary Lists as excellent or very good
Comments from second-grade teachers when asked to rate the curriculum and why:
Elma Elementary: Great. I love all the interactive things that get the kids interested.
Elma Elementary: Excellent!
West Elementary: “Excellent because the kids respond so well to the concepts. Hopefully they
can influence what goes on at home.”
West Elementary: “The students loved this program. They were eager to try the challenges and
were excited for the class every week.”
Robert Gray Elementary: My students love this program. They learn so much and are excited to
try the snacks at home.
Stevens Elementary: Excellent. The lessons seem to really stick with these kids. I’m impressed!
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Content

Excellent

Please rate each statement below (n=14)

1. The series of 5 – 7 lessons is appropriate
2. Lesson length of 45-55 minutes is appropriate
3. Learning objectives are met.
4. Lessons align with grade level common
core/EALRs.
5. Lessons are based on USDA’s MyPlate.
6. Food tasting activities engage students.
7. Worksheets are grade-level appropriate.
8. Physical activities are age-appropriate.
Educational Approaches

%

New Features
Please rate each statement below. (n=10)
A. Weekly Challenges (commitment posters, note writing
on challenge experience)

4. Align with common core/EALRs for grade level
(n=13)
5. Engage students in nutrition and physical
activity awareness in personal environments
where they live, learn and play.
(n=13)
B. Healthy Celebration Proclamation (Challenging the
class as a whole, with teacher’s help, to create healthy
food and physical activity opportunities for classroom
celebrations, etc.)
(n=8)

6. Engage students in creating a culture of health
(n=14)
7. Improves healthy offerings at classroom
celebrations.
(n-14)
8. Is likely to sustain healthy changes over time.
(n=13)

Good

%

%

2 (14)
2

1 (7)

12 (86)

1

1

9 (64)

3 (21)

13 (93)

1

12 (86)

1

11 (79)
11

11

2

11

3 (21)

Excellent

Please rate each statement below. (n=14)

1. Using an animated character to teach curriculum
concepts
2. Setting classroom ground rules age-appropriate
3. Lessons are interactive/experiential

VG

%

%

1
1

1
1

VG

Good

%

%

11 (79)

2 (14) 1

9 (64)

2

3 (21)

11 (79)

1 (7)

2 (14)

Excellent

VG

Good

%

%

%

Poor

5 (50)

2 (20) 3 (30)

8 (62)

2 (15) 2

9 (69)

2 (15) 2

Excellent
%

VG
%

Poor

Poor
%

1 (8)

Good
%

4 (50)

3 (38)

9 (64)

5 (36)

Poor
%

1 (8)

9

1
(7)

3 (21)

1

7 (54)

1

3

2 (15)
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Excellent

C. NEW Lesson 7: MyEnvironments
Please rate each statement below.

(n=14)

%

VG

Good

%

%

Poor

11 (79)

2 (14) 1 (7)

11

2

1

11

2

1

Excellent

VG

Good

%

%

%

%

12. This list is grade level appropriate

12 (86)

2
(14)

13. This list of words is used outside of the nutrition
class.

8 (57)

1 (7)

4 (28)

1 (7)

9. This lesson is grade level appropriate
10. It increases awareness of food and activity places
that food and activity choices are made.
11. It reinforces activities and learning from previous
lessons.
D. Lesson Vocabulary Lists
Please rate each statement below.

(n=14)

Poor

Comments from the Parent Newsletter Surveys:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“The weekly challenges get my child very excited about doing the activities. We love the
fun recipes. My child is much more excited to try healthy snacks.”
[We’re] “trying new things, increasing fruits and veggies…love eating together more.”
“We, as a family, take walks. We have changed a lot of the food we eat.”
“I’ve tried to get her to eat the fruits & veggies for years but she actually tried them with
this program!”
“We have made each snack more than once!”
“We have been taking more walks. Coltan will choose veggies more often as a snack than
before.”
“We added more water. She (daughter) is more active…she eats more healthy snacks.”
“(My child) talked about White Milk Wednesday. We tried the plain yogurt and peanut
butter (dip). More berries.”

Changes made based on pilot:
•
•
•
•
•

Added vocabulary words to all Teaching Outlines
Added explanation of Fishing Licenses to L1 Educator’s notes
Provided step-by-step explanation/instructions on how to present the weekly
challenges/posters/proclamation to teachers and students for best results
Added “Choose healthy places to eat and play” to replace original message
Make Healthy Celebrations Proclamation a fillable PDF for other agencies;
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Tips for Nutrition Educators
Working with Teachers
When contacting a teacher, explain the program simply and clearly. Explain what you will do and
let the teacher know what he/she will need to do. One of the best times for this program is during
a health or science unit. Give the teacher a sample of the curriculum.
Let the teacher know the purposes of the lessons which include helping children to make safe and
healthy food choices, develop healthy attitudes toward food, enjoy and engage in physical activity,
and appreciate differences in themselves and others.
Set dates and times for the Marty Moose intervention, allowing one hour of classroom time for each
lesson. Ask the teacher to secure hand-washing facilities that the class can use every time you come.
Make sure the teacher knows you will need some set-up time. A good time for set up — so as not to
disrupt the teacher’s class time — is before school or during recesses and lunch periods. This is less
distracting to the class.
When setting up the classroom, try not to rearrange the class. Use the “play dough” approach and
“mold” your plans to fit the classroom. If you must move something, ask the teacher first. You may
need to bring a lightweight table. Do as much prep work as possible at your own facility to minimize
down time in the classroom.
Ask the teacher about school visitor policies and procedures, building layout, parking, and
classroom rules. Make it clear to the teacher that he/she must be present in the classroom during
your visit, to assist with activities (e.g., distribute snacks and worksheets) and manage classroom
behavior. Let teacher know he/she will be asked to complete an evaluation form.
Explain to the teacher that to change and sustain nutrition practices, parents and guardians must
be involved. Therefore, to encourage parent involvement, weekly letters about the program will
be sent home to the parents. The letters will tell parents what their child is learning and list some
ideas for parents to interact with their children, tips for making healthier food choices, and a lessonrelated recipe to try at home.

Working with Students
Hands-on activities make learning fun and improve student learning. Make sure each class you teach
engages the students’ experiences. If you conduct the class with a sense of humor and the belief that
learning is fun, students will be far more likely to participate. Always give clear, simple instructions.
To keep the class interesting, vary the tone of your voice and always maintain eye contact with the
students.
Call on different students each time you ask a question. After calling on a student, make eye contact
and stay focused on that student. This shows students that you respect them, their answers, and
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their contributions to the class. Be aware of our natural tendency to call on mostly girls or boys,
or to students on the right or left side of the room. One way to safe guard against this is to call on
a child of one sex, and then the other, and back and forth. To accommodate the shy students, ask
students to write some of their questions on a sheet of paper.
Don’t wait too long for a student to answer after asking a question. After a reasonable amount of
time ask, “Can anyone else help him/her out here?” Or you could say, “I know how you feel.
Sometimes we know the answer but when we are called on, the answer flies out of our ears and
floats around the room. It might come back to us, or it might go in someone else’s ear.” Ask, “Did
the answer go into someone else’s ear?” This method can relieve a student of stage fright, which is
often what made him/her forget in the first place. Make sure no student is put on the spot or made
to feel uncomfortable. Maintain a fun, positive environment in the classroom. This will keep the
wheels of positive learning rolling.
Try not to exclude students who are shy and slow to raise their hands. Look around the classroom
and if you find a student who you feel knows the answer, but is afraid to speak up, you might try
this. “Sally (shy student), it looks like you were going to say (state the answer).” Praise them for
participating.
If an answer given by a student is incorrect, be very careful in the way you reply. Under no
circumstances do you want to make the student feel dumb or stupid. You want them to feel
comfortable in answering. If the answer is wrong, thank them for their input. You could also say
something like this, “Well, you’re on the right track. Would anyone else like to add to that?”
Teaching Marty Moose is similar to coaching a game of ball. When working with the students, you
need to stay focused, or before you know it, the students have the ball, which is fine if the ball is
being passed around and learning is taking place. If you feel the learning goal is fading, it will be
up to you to get back in the learning game and take possession of the ball. Re-direct the students
toward the goal of learning the lesson.
When teaching the lessons, remember the students’ attention span is roughly eight minutes. Watch
for signs of low attentiveness such as sighing, fidgeting and talking out of turn. If you run out of
things to do to keep the class active, you can always take a physical activity break like the “itsybitsy spider.”
Each class you teach is going to be different. Flexibility is one of the keys to effective teaching
with this age of students. Also, there are many ways to teach effectively. A few suggestions are
given here but it is important for you to develop your own style of teaching.

Starting the Class
After the teacher introduces you, thank the teacher and the class for inviting you. Explain who you
are and what you will be doing. Tell students how many days you will be there.
Listed below is a sample introduction for you to use with the first class.
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“Marty Moose is an animal character with me today. Whenever Marty and I come around, some
pretty fun and crazy things might happen. For example, Marty might ask you to eat a new food or
stretch like a moose. He might also ask you to go fishing, eat a rainbow, or graze on goofy grains.
Marty Moose is here to help us understand how to graze (or eat) our way through a plate of healthy
foods.
To start the program today, let’s talk about a pretend key that will open our brains. Sometimes
when we try something new, our minds or brains want to close up. This is like shutting a door and
locking it. But if we let our brains lock up, we can miss out on some pretty cool stuff. What I started
doing is carrying a key in my pocket to unlock my brain. Whenever I feel my brain closing up to
new ideas, I just take out my pretend key and unlock my brain so I can learn the new stuff. What I
have today is a bunch of extra pretend keys if anyone needs a key to unlock their brains. Does
anyone need a key? (As hands go up, pretend to reach in your pocket and throw out keys. Ask
students to catch the keys and put them in their pockets.)
Now we can use our special pretend keys anytime we want. When we feel ourselves closing off
new ideas or making judgments about other people, we can just pull out our keys and unlock our
minds so we don’t miss any new ideas.
With our minds open instead of closed, we can respect what others have to say, even when it is
different than what we were thinking. As long as we use our pretend keys on a regular basis, they
will not rust.
Before we start the class, it is important that we all agree to a couple of important rules. First, we
must all agree not to make fun of or tease other students. Next, we have to agree to talk one at a
time. Can we all agree to those rules?”

Kiss a Moose
To keep your teaching effective, remember the “Kiss a moose” concept:
K = Keep
I = It
S = Super
S = Simple
A = and Always
M = Motivate
O = Optimize
O = Overcome
S = Stimulate
E = Engage

NOTE:
Find out if any students have food
allergies or food sensitivities.
Encourage the teacher to ask the school
nurse or the child’s parents. Secure a
note from the parent(s) listing the foods
to avoid for each student. If there is a
student who has food allergies or
sensitivities to some food that you will
be using, food alternatives should be
pre-approved in writing by the school
and the child’s parents for that food.
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Curriculum Overview
Target Audience
Grazin’ with Marty Moose – WSU Edition was designed for Washington State second grade
students.

Overall Goals
Students will be healthier as a result of:
Making better food choices
Drinking water each day
Being physically active
Improving food preparation and food safety skills
Being accepting of self and others
Increased awareness that our food and activity environments can affect our choices

Lesson Components
Lesson Preparation Outline and Overview
The first page of each lesson outlines learning objectives, supplies, teaching materials, handouts and
any preparation that should be done before class begins. The titles for Lessons 1–5 are consistent
with the original CNP curriculum. In the 2016 edition, vocabulary words were added to improve
alignment with the Washington State English Language Arts standards.
Lesson
Each lesson briefly addresses the flow of educational concepts, notes on related food safety, and
discussion ideas for the snack tasting and activities. In addition, “Educator’s Notes” contain helpful
ideas that resulted from educator feedback during the curriculum pilot testing.
Lesson Outline
These outlines are timed and scripted to assist educators in delivering each lesson in a simple,
consistent approach that engages the target audience. It is easy-to-read (large font) two-page lesson
outline that can be used to deliver the lesson. It can be laminated or placed in a plastic sheet protector to
extend wear.
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Activities
Lesson activities reinforce or demonstrate learning concepts. For activities in Lessons 1-6, each
came from the original CNP curriculum, with minor adaptations for the second grade level. The
activities in Lesson 7 are new and reflect introduction of environmental influences on food and
activity behaviors. If time is limited, activities can be extension activities delivered by the
classroom teacher after the lesson is completed.
Recipes
Each recipe in Lessons 1–5 was in the original CNP curriculum. Some ingredients and titles were
modified to reflect the natural and animated theme of the lessons.
Marty’s Weekly Challenge
To enhance the relevancy of the Marty’s Mailbox feature of this curriculum, Marty’s Weekly
Challenges introduce students to the concept that our food and activity environments influence our
choices. The context of Marty’s natural environment provides a perfect setting for Marty being a
role model who chooses healthy environments to eat, play, live and learn. These challenges are
integrated into Lesson 7, “Smarty Marty Chooses Healthy Environments.” Each lesson has
challenge posters for those students to sign (commit), who want to take the challenge that week.
After trying the challenge, they write to Marty what they did and where they did it, and drop it in
his mailbox.
Graphics
Most lessons include graphics that represent the food group or concepts of being presented in
that lesson. Like Marty Moose, artistic renderings of foods are animated to engage this age level.
Parent Letter
The five original parent letters were greatly expanded upon to offer more education to parents.
They were rewritten using the lesson content from the WSU Edition.
The standard features of the parent letters include a synopsis of each lesson, tips for improving
dietary practices at home, and a home-based version of the kid-tested recipe sampled by their child.
Letters are not currently available in Spanish.

Special Features
Coined words or phrases were scripted into lesson outlines to assist second grade students in
understanding some key concepts.
“Healthy Eater” describes what Marty Moose wants humans to do when choosing foods from MyPlate.
A “healthy eater” chooses most of his or her food as “anytime” MyPlate foods.
“Chew-value” is something Marty really loves about eating foods with lots of fiber. It helps
explain the differences in textural qualities between whole grains and those that are not, and
between whole fruits and vegetables and those peeled or processed.
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“Water and fiber are ‘best buddies.’” This phrase is used to underscore the importance of having
fiber and fluids in the intestines at the same time so they can “slide down the intestines together.”
Water is absorbed by fiber, softening and expanding it, so it moves through the intestines easily.
“It’s the Cup – Not the Claw” is used to introduce the concept of serving size to second- graders.
A “handy cup” (cup made from cupping a hand) is used as a visual measure of an acceptable
serving size of snack foods, versus “the claw” (hand with extended fingers that grabs more). The
handy cup is something the students always have as a reference wherever they go.
“Moose Facts” were added to recipe pages when the nutrition, growth or development of the moose
could be related to the recipe. For instance, in the “sense-able celebration of vegetables” where
students have a sensory experience with veggies, the Moose Facts talk about the moose’s big snout
that can smell his favorite vegetable (water lilies) from a mile away. With the Blue Moosetache
Smoothie (Lesson 4) it states that moose also eat the leaves from the blueberry bush…unlike humans!
A second Moose Fact addresses the need for young moose calves to drink mother’s milk so moose
grow long, strong legs quickly in the first six months of life.
Marty’s Mailbox offers students the opportunity to leave Marty their weekly challenge results
during the week. A brown paper bag with a “Marty’s Mailbox” label is hung on a wall and blank
cards on which to write their challenge results are left with the teacher at the end of each lesson.
Marty’s MyPlate Poster/Handout is an adaptation of CNP’s Grazin’ MyPyramid that adds water in the
context of a stream and pond. The curriculum reinforces the importance of ‘lapping up plenty of water’
each day, as well as its role with fiber for keeping the intestines clean.
Originally the templates for two Wallet Cards were included in the CNP curriculum. We found
that the cost (including labor) of producing them locally was very expensive ($0.53 to $0.57 per
card). An outside vendor was able to provide the finished products for far less ($0.14 to $0.15 per
card, including shipping and handling). The templates to produce these locally are included in the
WSI Edition 2016 due to change to regional administrative model. To further reduce the expense,
WSU decided to produce only one card, with one side containing the Fishing License and Marty’s
Messages on the other. This card is now used with all lessons.
Marty’s Healthy Celebration Proclamation was conceived by U Wyoming Censible Nutrition
program for their 2016 update. It is Marty’s final challenge to the class and is presented to the class
at the end of Lesson 7. It challenges the class of students, led by the teacher, to think about what a
healthy celebration means and discuss what type of food and activity choices could be made to
make classroom celebrations healthy. If they decide to meet the challenge, they put their hoofprint
(thumbprint) and name on the Final Challenge Poster, and make a plan for their next celebration.
They are encouraged to photo document the celebration and send the photo to the SNAP-Ed
educator.
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Worksheets
The most consistent request across piloting counties was for worksheets to accompany lessons.
The requests were made due to the down time experienced while the snack tasting was being
prepared.
Sixteen worksheets are in the 2016 Edition, and are designed to accompany the topics taught with this
curriculum. An overview of the worksheets refers the educator to the lessons with the related topic. Varied
approaches to learning include vocabulary banks, fill-in-the-blank, word searches, simple crossword
puzzles, graphic matching, and the MyPlate coloring page.
Reading Level for text (complete sentences) was assessed using Flesch Reading Ease, Flesch-Kincaid
Reading Level and Fry Graph. The average Reading Level of these worksheets is Grade 2.5 to 2.8 (1.5–
3.6). Each worksheet is rated on the Worksheet overview (see Workbook section) for level of difficulty.
All sixteen pages are black-line masters that can be copied locally and colored by students after the
“thinking work” is completed. An electronic template for a workbook folder is available in the
electronic file if classroom teachers would like to reproduce them to store each student’s curriculum
worksheets.

Resources &
Supplementary Materials
Resource List
A resource list summarizes all sources of supplies and teaching aids purchased from outside
vendors. This is not an exhaustive list; other sources may be available.
Supplementary Materials
These items are not required to complete delivery of lessons. They may enhance the theme or provide
additional tools that assist in teaching complex concepts to the target group.

Suggested Format for Shortening the Lesson Series
Classroom teachers may want to opt for a shorter series for any number of reasons. Here are
three options.
FIVE Weeks: The first five core lessons + Smarty Marty Certificate*
SIX Weeks: Lessons 1–6 + Smarty Marty Certificate*
SEVEN Weeks: Lessons 1–7 + Smarty Marty Certificate*
* Certificate masters are located in the Supplementary Materials.

Grazin’ with Marty Moose (WSU Edition – 2016)
Lesson 1: Preparation and Supplies
LESSON 1: GRAZIN’ MYPLATE
LEARNING
OBJECTIVES
AWARENESS
• Drinking plenty of water is important for all living things…including
humans.
KNOWLEDGE
• Identify the food groups on MyPlate
• Understand the importance of eating from all the food groups for health
• Identify the four elements of good hand washing
• Practice proper handwashing
SKILL
BEHAVIOR
• Wash hands before they eat and prepare food
ESTIMATED
TIME
ACADEMIC
ALIGNMENTS
SUPPLIES

HANDOUTS

PREPARATION

EVALUATION:

45-60 minutes
Not yet available
Teaching
• Marty’s Mug or moose puppet
• Marty’s Mailbox (paper bag with logo)
• Food models (plastic or paper)
• Go, Glow and Grow signs
• Glo-germ powder or lotion
• Black light (see educator’s notes)
• Half-gallon pitcher
• Posters: MyPlate, Weekly
Challenge
Optional:
• Dark garbage bags/tape (to darken

Food Tasting
• 4 oz. fry boats/ small plates
• 2 oz. soufflé cups
• 3 oz. paper cup, water
• Small sealable plastic bags
• Assorted vegetables and fruit
sticks
• PB and yogurt dip or alternative
• Fish-shaped crackers
• Assorted cereals, low-fat snacks
• Liquid soap, paper towels

room if needed)

• Pre-surveys (if using)
• Worksheets: MP-A; HW-A, B
• Fishing Licenses
• NERI: (optional) water bottle
• Wk. 1 Challenge Cards for mailbox
• Parent Letter
Before class complete these steps…
• Review teaching materials
• Read background information
• Print and prepare handouts, and teaching aids
• Prepare selected dip; wash/cut vegetables and fruit sticks
• Prepare Marty’s Mailbox; print Marty’s Fishing License cards
• Hang MyPlate poster
For FY18, administer the pre-survey for students. You may administer the presurvey prior to lesson 1. The educator, not the teacher, should administer the
survey.

Lesson 1: Lesson Overview
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Introduce yourself and the Marty Moose program – be sure to mention your SNAP-Ed
agency.
Give an overview of the program: 5-7 lessons – each talks about a health topic that’s
important to Marty and he wants to share with second graders.
Introduce Marty Moose and explain his mailbag. (Students can tell Marty about how they
did for each weekly challenge by dropping cards into his mailbag.)
Distribute MyPlate (MP) handout (optional) to each student. Point out the five food groups
on MyPlate (grains, veggies, fruits, dairy, protein) and their corresponding colors.
Show students the MP poster. Describe grains as the GO foods, fruits and veggies as the
GLOW foods, and protein and dairy as the GROW foods. (show teaching graphics)
Describe how important water is to all living things – including humans. State we need
plenty of water every day (quantity of daily water needs represented by the pitcher). State
we can meet our water needs both by the beverages we drink such as water or milk and the
foods we eat. Explain that soups, fruits and other foods have lots of water.
Complete Activity A and the optional worksheet activities as needed.
Distribute fishing licenses.
Engage students in snack activity, Fishing with Marty Moose.
Distribute parent letter to each student.
Before departing class,
o Share Marty’s weekly challenge, tell them write down what they did on the
challenge card and drop the card into Marty’s mailbox before you return next
week.
o State the next time you visit, Marty will help you explore the Grains group of
MyPlate
o Distribute parent letter to each student or have the teacher put them in
backpacks/cubbies.
o Leave suggested worksheets with teacher if not used while preparing snack.
FOOD SAFETY

TASTE TESTING

Remind students to wash their hands
every time before they eat and
prepare food.

During the tasting, talk about the
different sizes and shapes of food.

Lesson 1 VOCABULARY
Fruits

Vegetable
Grains

Challenge

Dairy

Protein
Graze

Educators Notes:
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Student Pre-survey. Please have classroom teacher administer it within the week prior to
our Lesson 1.
Time. To complete the lesson it is critical to manage time of Activity A. To help with this,
students view their personal “germs” only AFTER hand washing, seated at their desk, and
quiet if using the portable black light apparatus. Although not optimal, another strategy to
to save time is to start the lesson with the Glow Germ Activity and do the Introduction to
MyPlate during the ‘fishing” snack. It fits well here as the snack contains all food groups.
Black Light. Lesson written using Brevis (brevis.com) “Spot Shooter.” Directs beam to specific
area; no need to darken room. Other black light apparatus piloted with success too. (Glow
Bar IIm see Vendor Resource List)
Glo-germ lotion. Need only a pearl-sized drop – about the size of the tip of a cotton swab.
Make sure to shake well before using, as “glow” particles settle at bottom.
Fishing Licenses. Have classroom teacher write names on ‘licenses’ for all students who are
allowed to participate in tastings. Distribute licenses to “fish” for their adventure bite. These
licenses are used for each tasting and should remain in the classroom until the end of
the series.
Food Tasting. Peanut butter is used here. Make sure to check ahead of time for any allergy,
so school or parent can supply appropriate alternative. The suggested peanut butter
alternative is Sun Butter manufactured by Sun Gold. Go to www.sunbutter.com and click on
“store lookup” for retailer in your area. It can also be ordered directly from the website.
o As another, lower cost alternative, we included “moose-a-licious bait” which
uses Greek yogurt which is thicker and is higher in protein.
Worksheets. Worksheets are suggested for student to work on while food tasting is being
prepared or while they are waiting to wash their hands (Appendix A). If not used, leave
them with the classroom teacher for lesson reinforcement activities during the week.

Activities
Activity A: Glow Germ Experiment

This Week’s Challenge
Explore your home environment to discover where you find MyPlate foods.
(refrigerator, pantry, cupboard, counter, etc.)

NOTES:

Lesson 1: Teaching Outline
GRAZIN’ MYPLATE
Time/Hints
Teaching Outline
3-5 minutes

Vocab:
fruits, dairy,
vegetable, graze,
protein, grains,
challenge

HINT: Never
force kids to
taste-it’s their
choice- but
encourage them
to try new foods

• Introduce yourself, noting that you are a nutrition educator from
(identify your agency).
• Welcome students to Grazin’ the Plate with a new friend, Marty Moose.
Share that Marty will lead us in healthy food and physical activity
adventures.
•

Because we will be teaching nutrition and tasting foods we have some
additional rules to your class rules:
1. Respect each other and our environment
2. Listen and raise hands
3. Must have permission slips to taste –you will get a ‘license’
4. Be brave-encourage students to take adventure bites*
5. Be polite – don’t yuck anyone else’s yum
6. If you don’t like your taste, throw it away-no sharing
7. No one takes a bite before I give the signal!
8.

Have Fun!!!!.

• Introduce Marty Moose (graphic or puppet). Explain his Mailbag.
(Students can tell Marty what they found on Marty’s weekly challenge
by dropping a card in his mailbag.)
10-12 minutes • Introduce MyPlate. Cover basic concepts of variety and food groups.
• Introduce that all types of foods are important for us to eat because
they keep us healthy in different ways. Marty wants us to be “healthy
eaters” like him.
HINT:
• Introduce Go, Glow, and Grow food/food groups & colors.
Avoid talking
• Why is water important to all living things (including humans)?
about water
ANSWER: helps keep our body cool; carries all nutrients to all parts of
servings or
our bodies. Water is in every cell of our body.
measurements
in this lesson
• State that we need plenty of water every day.
• How do we make sure we get enough water? …(look at water bottles)
Can use food
ANSWER: can include drinking fluids (like water, milk, juice) and by
models to show
foods where water
eating foods that water hides in: soups, fruits, vegetables and cooked
hides
grains.
25 minutes
• Part of eating healthy is making sure our food stays safe.
Activity A
Glow Germ Experiment (See Activity sheet)
NOTE: Students like to keep doing this until every bit of “germ” is off
their hands, so monitor time.
10 minutes
• Now that our hands are clean, we can go…
Food Tasting
Fishing with Marty (see recipe) - hand out fishing licenses
• Engage students in the tasting activity. Ask student helpers to distribute
ingredients (dip, fruits, veggies, crackers) while other students work on
Food Safety
the suggested worksheets.

2 minutes
Weekly
Challenge
HINT: in

refrigerator,
cupboards,
pantry, on shelf
Leave challenge
poster with
teacher to hang
up for students
to read and sign
if opt in.

• During sampling, talk about the different sizes and shapes of food
Reinforce/review which MyPlate food groups are represented here.
Wrap up
• Distribute parent letters to students or have classroom teacher put in
back packs.
• Marty’s Weekly Challenge: This week, Marty challenges you to explore
where healthy foods from MyPlate are found at home. On your weekly
challenge card, write to Marty and tell him what foods you found and
the place you found them.

Activity 1 A: The Glow Germ Experiment
Objective: To introduce students to the concept of disease and bacterial transmission.
Evaluate the way students wash their hands and develop good hand-washing skills.
Supplies: Hand-held black light, Glo-germ lotion or powder, soap, warm running water, paper
towels, darkened room.
Directions
1. Bacteria or germs are natural and they are an important part of our world. Most germs will
not hurt us. In fact, most germs are good to us and the world around us. But a few specific
types of germs can make us sick. This is the reason washing our hands is so important.
2. We use our hands a lot, so if we are not careful about how we wash our hands, we can
spread germs that make us and other people sick without even knowing it! Just think,
everywhere we go we touch or pick up stuff. We pick up germs on our hands and we leave
some of these germs for the next person to pick up and pass around even further. To
decrease the spreading of germs, Marty wants us to wash our hooves (hands) often and
thoroughly.
3. Wouldn’t it be great if we could see the germs on our hands and on other things? If we
could see germs, we would know not to touch certain things. We would know when to
wash our hands. Today, Marty wants us to do an experiment that will help us understand
just how easy it is to spread germs. We are going to use a lotion called “glo-germ lotion.”
When we are done with the experiment, we will follow Marty’s advice and wash our
hooves (hands) often.
The Experiment
1. Give each student a small amount of lotion about the size of the end of a cotton swab. Ask
them to rub it into their hands until the lotion disappears.
2. Ask the students to touch things on their desk.
3. Put lotion on your hands and touch food models.
4. Explain to the students that they should stay in their seats and that you will come around
to them.
5. Under the black light, show the students the lotion on your hands. Then show them the
lotion on the food models. Explain that this is why it is very important to always wash our
fruits and veggies when we get home from the store. How many people handled the food
before we bought it? Did they put their germs on it when they touched it? Ask the teacher

to shake hands with you. Explain that you have just shared your germs, shown by the
lotion under the light.
Optional: (omit if time is short): With the hand-held black light, go to each student. Hold
the light to their hands for them to see the lotion. Then wave the light over their desk to
see just where they spread the lotion.
6. Have the students wash their hands.
7. With the students seated at their desks, use the black light to show them the “hot” spots
on their clean hands and their desk. Point out to the students that if there is any area
where lotion remains, that is an area where soap and water did not get rid of all the germs
(shown by lotion under the light).
8. Conclude the experiment by stating there is an easy way to make sure we clean our hands
thoroughly, and that is by singing the lyrics to the song “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star” every
time we wash our hands. Ask everyone to join you in singing the song as everyone
pretends to wash their hands while seated at their desks (make sure you demonstrate
cleaning between your fingers around your thumbs and wrists.)

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
How I wonder what you are.
Up above the world so high,
Like a diamond in the sky.
Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
How I wonder what you are!

Lesson 1: Recipe Tasting
Fishing with Marty
BAIT
Moose Butter-Yogurt Dip (alternative recipes can be selected)
1 cup nonfat plain yogurt
1 teaspoon vanilla
¾ cup peanut butter or sunflower seed butter*
In bowl, combine yogurt, vanilla, and peanut butter. Mix well and keep refrigerated.
POLES
Vegetable sticks (celery, carrots)
Apple slices
FISH
Fish-shaped crackers, cereal pieces, mini-pretzels or anything else you can imagine.
DIRECTIONS
1. Take your pole and dip it in the bait. Then dip the baited end of the pole into the variety
of “fish”.
2. Eat and enjoy your catch! (including the pole).

Allergy Alert
Check to see if any student is allergic
to peanut butter. The peanut butter
can be omitted from the bait recipe if
anyone has a peanut allergy.
Sunflower seed butter manufactured
in peanut- or tree- nut-free
environment is an acceptable
substitute.

NOTES:

Week 1 Challenge: Tell Marty….

Week 1 Challenge: Tell Marty….

What MyPlate food did you find at home?

What MyPlate food did you find at home?

________________________________________________

_______________________________________________

In what place did you find the MyPlate food?

In what place did you find the MyPlate food?

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

Name the Food Group this food belong to

Name the Food Group this food belong to

_____________________________________________

_________________________________________________
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What MyPlate food did you find at home?

What MyPlate food did you find at home?

_______________________________________________

In what place did you find the MyPlate food?
_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________
In what place did you find the MyPlate food?
_______________________________________________

Name the Food Group this food belong to.

Name the Food Group this food belong to

_______________________________________________

_________________________________________________

Grazin with Marty Moose

Parent Newsletter ONE
Dear Parent or Guardian,
Hi! My name is Marty Moose. Your child’s second grade class
and I will be exploring nutrition for the next few weeks. Today
we learned about MyPlate. We discovered that the colored
sections give us clues about healthy choices. Ask your child
what the shapes and colors mean.
We also learned that we need to eat different kinds of food daily
to stay healthy and strong. To do that, it’s important to be a
“Healthy Eater” like me. Look for some tips on the next page.
We talked about drinking plenty of water each day. Water keeps
us cool when we romp and play. Water also carries nutrients to all
parts of our bodies. Did you know water hides in many foods, like
fruits and vegetables?
We had a lot of fun with our handwashing activity. We learned it takes 20 seconds to
get our hands really clean. We used a special lotion called Glow Germs. We found
that washing hands completely takes time and effort. Ask your child to show you how
to properly wash your hands.
With clean hands, we were able to go “fishing” for our taste today. The recipe is on
the back of this letter, if you want to try it. It’s a lot of fun, and yummy too!
Every week I will challenge the children to explore their food and activity
environments. This week, the children are challenged to find where the healthy food
is kept where they live. Fruits, vegetables, whole grains and low-fat dairy could be in
the refrigerator, a freezer, the cupboard or on the counter. You may want to help
your child explore where s/he can find it.
Thanks for encouraging your child to make healthy choices.
Sincerely,

Marty Moose

Marty Moose Parent Newsletter ONE
Tips for Healthy Eaters
Marty wants us to choose the healthiest foods from MyPlate. Here are some hints on
what to choose from each food group
Choose whole grains like brown rice, oatmeal and whole grain crackers
Choose a rainbow of fruits and veggies that are fresh, frozen or canned in
water or juice
Make sure to get 2-3 cups of fat-free or low-fat dairy every day
Select lean protein foods like beans, peas, and legumes 3 times every week

Fishing with Marty Moose
Bait:
2 tablespoons moose butter or moose-A-licious Dip
Poles: Vegetable sticks (celery, carrots, bell pepper, cucumber slices
Fish:
Fish-shaped crackers, pretzels, or other shaped cereal

Moose Butter-Yogurt Dip
1 cup nonfat plain yogurt
1 teaspoon vanilla
3/4 cup peanut butter (or
acceptable substitute)

Moose-A-Licious Dip
½ cup nonfat Greek yogurt
½ cup low-fat mayonnaise
1 teaspoon dried parsley
½ teaspoon onion powder
¼ teaspoon garlic powder

Directions (for both): Combine ingredients. Mix well. Cover and refrigerate left
overs.
Food Safety Tip: No double dipping

USDA and Washington State University are equal opportunity providers and employers.
This material was funded by USDA's Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. SNAP. The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
(SNAP) provides nutrition assistance to people with low income. It can help you buy nutritious foods for a better diet. To find out more,
contact: http://foodhelp.wa.gov or the Basic Food Program at: 1 877 501 2233. All responses will be kept confidential. Information
provided by Washington State University Extension’s Food $ense. Rev. 12/16
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For good health,
catch servings daily
from each food group.
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Marty Moose Says…
Every day:







Romp and play
Wash your hooves lots
Lap up plenty of water
Nibble your food and enjoy
Graze on plants (fruits, veggies, grains)
Choose healthy places to eat and play
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For good health,
catch servings daily
from each food group.

Marty Moose Says…
Every day:
ÒÒ
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Romp and play
Wash your hooves lots
Lap up plenty of water
Nibble your food and enjoy
Graze on plants (fruits, veggies, grains)
Choose healthy places to eat and play
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Grazin’ with Marty Moose (WSU Edition – 2016)
Lesson 2: Preparation and Supplies
LESSON: GRAZIN’ ON GRAINS
LEARNING
OBJECTIVES
AWARENESS • Explore food environments to find whole grain foods.
KNOWLEDGE • Identify foods in MyPlate grain groups
• Learn that grain foods are the best source of energy
• Understand that fiber and water help keep our intestines clean and healthy
SKILL • Compare sensory differences between whole and other grain foods
• Practice aerobic activity
ESTIMATED
TIME
ACADEMIC
ALIGNMENTS
SUPPLIES

45-60 minutes
Not available
Teaching
• Food models of grains (plastic or
paper)
• Paper visuals of “car-go-hydrates”
(printed from file)
• Small, dry sponge cut into pieces
• Examples of grains from farmer
• Water, Small clear plastic cup
• Posters: MyPlate Marty’s Messages,
Wk.2 Challenge
Optional
• Food coloring
• Whole grain board (Appendix >>)
• Whisk broom (optional)

HANDOUTS

•
•
•
•

PREPARATION

Before class, complete these steps…
• Review teaching materials
• Read background information
• Print and prepare handouts

EVALUATION:

Check with the Evaluation Team

Food Tasting
• 3 ounce paper cups
• Water for each student
• Small mixing bowls
• Mixing spoon
• Paper plates, napkins
• Whole wheat bread + other
bread
• Two types of ready to eat
unsweetened cereal-one whole
grain, one not whole grain
• Jelly
• Table knife

NERI: Marty’s Message cards (on back of Fishing license)
Cards for mailbox
Parent Letter
Worksheets: MM-A, MP-A, G-A

Lesson 2: Lesson Overview
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Introduce Marty’s Messages.
Review the food groups from MyPlate
Discuss the grain group (orange part of MP)
o Show plants from farm (sample grains like wheat stocks) to table (box of cereal, loaf of
bread).
o Talk about which foods are included in the grain group and hold up food models:
breads, cereals, pastas like macaroni, spaghetti, rice, tortillas.
o Talk about the importance of ‘whole grains” (all parts of the grain seed are used which
increases fiber and nutrients). State that at least half of our grain servings should come
from ‘whole’ grains.
Talk about the main nutrients in the grain group including carbohydrates and fiber.
Discuss carbohydrates (show paper graphics):
o Ask: “What do our vehicles use for energy?” (Gas is fuel)
o Just like a car our bodies need and burn energy.
o The main form of energy for our bodies are nutrients called “carbohydrates.”
o We like to think of carbohydrates as car-GO-hydrates because they give us “go” power
or energy to move our bodies.
Discuss fiber:
o Fiber is a part of the plant we do not break down when we digest our foods.
o Fiber is very important with helping food move through our bodies and eliminate waste
from our bodies.
o In grains, fiber is found on the outside part of the grain. In foods, this part isn’t eaten
unless the food is a “whole” grain.”
o One way fiber helps to keep everything moving smoothly is because it absorbs water.
Use a small piece of cut-up sponge and drop it into a clear plastic cup with a small
amount of water. Talk about how fiber, just like the sponge, absorbs water and keeps
everything soft and smooth as it moves through the digestive system. Remind students
of the importance of drinking water every day.
o Fiber and water are ‘best buddies”:…they like to travel down the intestine together.
Distribute a Marty’s Message card to each student and introduce the messages.
Complete Activity A: Meadow Meandering with Marty.
Engage students in the snack tasting: Goofy Grain Sandwiches.
Before departing…
o Remind students to drop their challenge adventures they have into Marty’s
mailbox.
o Distribute parent letter to each student or hand to teacher
o Leave suggested worksheets with teacher if not used while preparing snack.
o Check Marty’s mailbox for any ‘adventures’ taken with last week’s challenge.
o Share this Week’s Challenge.

Educators Notes:
•

•

Snack. Peanut butter used here. Make sure to check ahead of time if there are any allergies,
so the school or parent can supply an alternative if needed. Suggested peanut butter
alternative is sunflower seed butter manufactured in a peanut- and tree nut- free
environment. See resource list at end of curriculum.
Demonstration. Emphasize that the dry sponge is rough, scratchy and ‘light’ in weight; wet
sponge swells and is bigger, softer and heavier. These are signs that water is there, even
though you can’t see it. May try food coloring that helps turn the sponge a different color,
but messy. Try it at home before trying this in the classroom.

Snack

Food Safety

Talk about slowing down
when we eat and making sure
we taste and enjoy every bite
of food like Marty does.

Review when to wash our
hands: before we handle
food or eat; after we use the
restroom, pet an animal, or
sneeze; or when our hands
get dirty.
Insert
washing
hands
graphic

Lesson 2 VOCABULARY
Water

Fiber
Energy

Whole (grain)
Place

Activity
Activity A: Meadow Meandering with Marty

This Week’s Challenge
Explore places you eat (where you live, learn) for whole grain foods. Take an adventure
bite. On the card, tell Marty what you tried and where you tried it (environment: home,
school, etc).

NOTES:

Lesson 2: Teaching Outline
Grazin’ on Grains
Time/Hints Teaching Outline
5 minutes
• Introduce Marty’s Messages (mini-poster). Note: Have each
student take out his/her card with messages. Ask them to practice
Vocab:
water, fiber,
reading the messages every day.
whole, energy,
place
• Let them know that we will recite them at the beginning of every
lesson.
• Ask them about challenge from last week. (where eat/find food in
Never force
personal environments)
kids to taste –
it’s their
• Review MyPlate: Orange is for grains; Green is for veggies; Red is
choice – but
for Fruit; Blue is for dairy; Purple is for Protein.
encourage
them to try
• What we don’t see in MyPlate is WATER!
new foods
• Water is important: Marty says we should lap up plenty of water
every day!
25 minutes

Activity A

Hint: could
demo whisk
broom as fiber
with a
sweeping
motion across
the palm of
hand.
Optional: Use
whole grain
board. Have
students

• Introduce Grain Group: Using graphics, show the different grains
and foods in this group. Show plants from farm-to-table (wheat
stock, box of cereal).
• Have students identify foods in grain group food models.
• Display the Carbohydrate graphics to explain that they are “GO”
foods. Make an analogy of cars needing gas to “go”; humans and
moose need carbohydrates to go! Just like cars, we will sputter
and stall without the right fuel to make us “go.”
• Car-GO-hydrates. Marty wants to take you on an adventure now to
show just how much energy he needs to meander through the
meadow…because sometimes, he has to outrun a BEAR!!
• Meadow Meandering with Marty Activity (see script)
• Whew! Now, why are grain food important? ANSWER: Grains give
us energy to move, play and run.
• Good! There is one kind of carbohydrate that is really important to
talk about today that we find in grain foods. It is important for our
intestines (tummy). It is called “fiber.”
• Fiber is found in plants. When we eat plant foods, fiber can make
the food tough and stringy. Foods with fiber require more
chewing…Marty likes that! He loves chewing his food. And he feels
better when fiber sweeps his intestine clean!
• In grains, most of the fiber is on the outside part of the seed –the
brown flecky part- so to get fiber in our diet we have to eat the
whole grain kernel.

touch the
outside (fiber)
and inside (no
fiber) and
compare
textures.
Dry sponge
demo to demo
water
absorption

15 minutes

Have students
wash hands
while taste
being prepared

5 minutes

Weekly
challenge

Leave
challenge
poster with
teach to hang
up

• Whole grains have many nutrients and fiber that we need for good
health.
• When we eat grain foods, it is also important that we drink water.
Water and fiber work together like best friends…Let me show you.
• One way fiber helps to keep everything moving smoothly is by
absorbing water. Demonstrate a small piece of cut-up sponge and
drop it into a clear plastic cup with a small amount of water.
• Talk about how fiber, just like a sponge, absorbs water and keeps
everything soft and smooth as it moves through your tummy.
• Fiber and water are “best buddies’ and like traveling together.
• Engage student in the snack activity: Goofy Grain Sandwich (see
script; serve with water).
• Reinforce MyPlate grain message: Make half your grains whole.
• Explain that ‘half’ means that if you have two parts, then one is
whole grain.
• Demonstrate that the sandwich is made with one slice of whole
grain bread, and the other is not whole grain. One of the two types
of cereals in the sandwich is a whole grain; the other is not.
• Another good thing that whole grains/fiber does, it helps slow down
how fast we eat, so we are sure to taste and enjoy every bite of our
food!
• Why are we drinking water with our whole grain snack today?
ANSWER: because water and fiber are “best buddies” and help
keep our intestine clean.
• Why do we call it a Goofy Grain sandwich? ANSWER: two
different types of bread; dry cereals make peanut butter and jelly
sandwich crunchy….and fun!
Wrap up
• Remind students to drop any challenge cards they have into
Marty’s Mailbox.
• Distribute parent letters to students or have classroom teacher
put in their backpacks.
• If time, read some of last week’s environmental discoveries
(challenges) from the mailbox.
• Tell them Marty’s Weekly Challenge: This week, Marty challenges
you to try a new whole grain food. On this week’s card, tell him
what food you tried, and where you found it (personal
environment: where they live, school cafeteria, etc.)

Lesson 2: Activity A
Meadow Meandering with Marty
Objective: To help children experience and have fun with aerobic activity.
Supplies: None needed. Just a small open space for each child.
Directions: Have student stand behind their desks and make the motions
described in the second column.
What to Say:

Action to take:

We’re going with Marty Moose as he grazes
through the green Washington mountain
meadow.
Marty is going down the side of the
mountain.
Now, Marty is wading out into the stream to
get a drink of water.
Marty has waded across the stream and
jumps onto the opposite bank of the river.

Walk in place slowly and gently swig your
arms back and forth. Pretend like you are
munching on grass.
Squat low while walking in place.

And up the river bank he goes.
Watch out for the prickly bush!

Jog in place with high steps.
Step with feet wide apart and then back to
the center while walking in place.
Lift head high in the air and sniff.
Turn in a circle.

Hold on a minute. What’s that smell?
Marty thinks he smells a bear and decides to
head back.
Let’s return to the meadow.
We’ve got to go back through the field with
the prickly bush.
Now we are running down the hill.
And through the stream.
Once through the stream, we need to jump
out of the water and onto the bank.
And up the bank we go..
I think we’re safe now.
It’s time for Marty to start peacefully grazing
in the meadow again.

Stand and lift knees high with each step.
Jump in place once like you are jumping out
of the stream.

Run in place.
Step with feet wide apart and back to the
center while running in place.
Squat low while running in place.
Stand up and lift knees up high while
running.
Jump in place
Run in place with high steps.
Start walking slower, swinging arms.
Continue to take slow steps and take a few
deep breaths.

Lesson 2: Food Tasting
Goofy Grain Sandwich
Objective: Demonstration of how to make half your grains, whole grains.
Supplies:
• Small mixing bowl
• Serving spoon
• Paper plates
• Napkins
• ⅛ cup measure or tablespoon
• ½ cup measure
• Table knife
Ingredients
• Equal number of whole grain and other bread slices
• Peanut butter or protein alternative, such as sunflower butter
• Jelly
• 1 dry unsweetened, whole grain cereal (like wheat squares, whole oat rings)
• 1 dry unsweetened, other ready-to-eat cereal (liked puffed rice, corn flakes)
Directions
• Put one slice each of whole wheat and the other bread on a plate. Spread
peanut butter (or alternative protein source) on one slice and jelly on the
other slice.
• Measure equal parts of whole grain and other cereals in a bowl and mix.
Measure 1/8 cup (2 Tb) cereal mix. Sprinkle the cereal mixture on top of the
peanut butter on the sandwich.
• Before putting the slices of bread together, identify the different types of
whole, and other grains. Cut each sandwich into 4 equal parts.
Sample serving: ¼ sandwich per student.
Eat and enjoy!

NOTES

Week 2 Challenge: Tell Marty….

Week 2 Challenge: Tell Marty….

The places you looked for foods in the Grain Group:

The places you looked for foods in the Grain Group:

I tried an adventure bite of this food:________________

I tried an adventure bite of this food:________________

The place I found it was at ________________________

The place I found it was at ________________________

How did it taste? ________________________________

How did it taste? ________________________________

Week 2 Challenge: Tell Marty….

Week 2 Challenge: Tell Marty….

The places you looked for foods in the Grain Group:

The places you looked for foods in the Grain Group:

I tried an adventure bite of this food:________________

I tried an adventure bite of this food:________________

The place I found it was at ________________________

The place I found it was at ________________________

How did it taste? ________________________________

How did it taste? ________________________________

Grazin with Marty Moose

Parent Newsletter TWO
Dear Parent or Guardian,
Today I shared my messages with your child’s class. They are on
the back of this letter for you to read. We also learned about
foods in the MyPlate Grain Group. Some of the nutrients that
grains contain include carbohydrates, water and fiber.
Grain carbohydrates are found in the orange section on
MyPlate. Your child learned there are many different foods in this group including
bread, tortillas, rice, pasta, cereal and crackers.
We call the grain group the “go” group because whole grain
carbohydrates give us energy to go, go, go – all day long. Ask
your child to explain how carbohydrates for people are like gas
for cars.
We also learned that fiber is found in plants and helps to sweep
our insides (intestines) clean, just like a whisk broom. In grains, fiber
is the brown, flecky part of the seed. This is easily seen in whole grains like brown
rice and whole oats.
Foods high in fiber require more chewing and help keep us feeling full for a longer
time. Try to make half of the grains you eat every day whole grains. Today we
sampled a Goofy Grain Sandwich that is full of fun surprises. I put the recipe on
the back of this letter for you and your child to try at home.
Your child also discovered that fiber has a ‘best buddy’ named water. Fiber
absorbs water, keeping everything soft and smooth as it moves through our
intestines. Water needs to be replaced every day for good health.
This week I challenged the second graders to try a new whole grain food and tell
me where they found it. This could be anywhere in their personal environment:
where they live or in the school cafeteria. Please assist them if they ask for some
help.
Thanks for encouraging your child to make healthy
choices.
Sincerely,

Marty Moose

Marty Moose Parent Newsletter TWO
Marty Moose Says…
Every Day:
Romp and play
Wash your hooves lots
Lap up plenty of water
Nibble your food and enjoy
Graze on plants (fruits, veggies, grains)
Choose healthy places to eat and play

Goofy Grains Sandwich
Shows how to “make half your grains whole.”
Ingredients

One slice of whole wheat bread, one slice of other bread, peanut butter
or alternative*, jelly, one dry unsweetened whole grain cereal (whole
wheat chex, oat rings), and one dry unsweetened refined cereal (puffed
rice, corn flakes).
Directions

Put one slice of each bread on a plate. Spread peanut butter on one slice
and jelly on the other slice. Mix two tablespoons of each cereal together
in a small bowl. Sprinkle the cereal mixture on top of the peanut butter
of your sandwich. Before you put your slices of bread together, identify
the different types of grains in your sandwich (wheat, rice, corn, oats,
etc.). Eat and enjoy!
*If your child has peanut allergies, sunflower seed butter made in a peanut- and nut-free
environment is a tasty alternative.

USDA and Washington State University are equal opportunity providers and employers.
This material was funded by USDA's Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. SNAP. The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP) provides nutrition assistance to people with low income. It can help you buy nutritious foods for a better diet. To
find out more, contact: http://foodhelp.wa.gov or the Basic Food Program at: 1 877 501 2233. All responses will be kept
confidential. Information provided by Washington State University Extension’s Food $ense. Rev. 12/16
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Grazin’ with Marty Moose (WSU Edition – 2016)
Lesson 3: Preparation and Supplies
LESSON: EATING A RAINBOW
LEARNING
OBJECTIVES
AWARENESS • Explore food environments to find fruit and vegetable foods.
KNOWLEDGE • Identify a variety of fruits and vegetables
• Understand that fruits and vegetables are great sources of key nutrients
• Value fruits and vegetables as ‘anytime’ foods.
SKILL • Compare sensory differences between various fruits and vegetables
BEHAVIOR • Try a new fruit or vegetable
ESTIMATED
45-60 minutes
TIME
ACADEMIC
Not available
ALIGNMENTS
SUPPLIES
Teaching
Food Tasting
• Food models of fruits and
• 3 ounce paper cups
vegetables in variety of colors
• Water for each student
• Colored strips of paper with
• Sandwich bags
Velcro strips to hang food
• Small paper plates
models (photo)
• Five differently-colored vegetables
• Fruit and vegetable GLOW
(red, orange, yellow, green, and
graphics (printed from file)
purple)
• MyPlate poster
• POSTERS: Catch A Rainbow,
Marty’s Messages,
Marty’s Weekly Challenge
HANDOUTS

PREPARATION

EVALUATION:

• MyPlate handout
• Marty’s Message cards
• Challenge cards for mailbox
• Parent Letter
• Worksheets: MP-A, FV-A, B, C
• NERI: Nibbled a New Food sticker
Before class complete these steps…
• Review teaching materials
• Read background information
• Print and prepare handouts, and teaching aids
• Print graphics for Activity A; cut out clue cards
• Prep vegetables for food tasting
• Hang MyPlate and Catch a Rainbow posters and place one fruit and
vegetable card on each desk.
Not in this lesson

Lesson 3: Lesson Overview
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review Marty’s Messages with students.
Introduce the vegetable and fruit food groups (green and red sections of MyPlate) by asking student
to name examples of vegetables and then examples of fruits.
State the goal for each day is to eat four or five servings a day of fruits and vegetables.
Go over the concept of ‘anytime’ snacks versus ‘once-in-a-while’ snacks (carrot sticks and apples
are anytime snacks, while candy bars and chips are once-in-a-while snacks)
Discuss a couple of key nutrients found in the vegetable and fruit good groups: Vitamin A and Vitamin
C…along with fiber and water.
Vitamin A:
o Vitamin A is called the ‘helper’ vitamin because it helps us to have healthy eyes that can
see in the dark.
o Vitamin A also helps us to have healthy skin and fight infections so we don’t get sick.
o Color is a clue to foods high in Vitamin A. Fruits and Vegetables that are dark orange, deep
yellow, or dark green and leafy are usually good sources of Vitamin A. Examples: apricots,
cantaloupe, mango; carrots, pumpkin, sweet potatoes, and spinach and dark green leafy
lettuce.
Vitamin C is another important nutrient found in fruits and vegetables.
o Can everyone find a small scar on their bodies? Vitamin C helped to seal your cut and
helped your body to heal from that cut. .. (vitamin C seals and heals)
o Vitamin C also helps to hold all our cells together.
o Fruits and vegetables rich in Vitamin C can be ‘tart or sour’, like oranges, lemons,
grapefruit, kiwi fruit, berries or melon; or vegetables like cabbage, Brussel sprouts,
potatoes, broccoli, bell peppers and tomatoes.
State that Marty calls vegetables and fruits “glow” foods because they help keep our skin “glowing.”
These foods also keep us from getting sick, which also helps us “glow.”
Complete Activity A at the end of the session as time allows; and suggested worksheets MyPlate A
and Fruits & Veggies A or B or leave with teacher for extension activities during the week.
Remind students to drop any challenge adventures they did into Marty’s Mailbox.
Distribute parent letter to each student or have the teacher put them in backpacks/cubbies.
Leave suggested worksheets with teacher if not used while preparing snack.
Before departing, check Marty’s Mailbox for any ‘adventures’ taken with last week challenge.
Share this Week’s Challenge. Place Weekly Challenge poster up on the door or leave with the
teacher to post.
Tell the students that next time Marty visits, we will be discussing the Dairy food group.
Lesson 3 VOCABULARY
Nutrients

nibble

glow

anytime

vitamin

Educators Notes:
•
•
•
•
•

Fruits & Vegetables. These sections of MyPlate are taught in one unit. Focus on similarities only. This
will allow the curriculum to be taught as five units if time is limited at this level.
Concepts are simplified to increase understanding and decrease time.
Food Tasting. To reduce cost, choose three veggies of different colors that are “in season.” To
decrease time, prepare before class.
Activity A. Simplified and placed at end of session. If time is limited, offer this as an extension activity
for classroom teacher.
Build A Rainbow Activity: You can have students ‘be the rainbow’ by lining up with their F/V colors
and forming a rainbow in a small open space if you do not make the Rainbow On Your Plate Board.

Food Tasting
Talk about the many shapes
and colors of the fruits and
vegetables sampled in
today’s lesson and talk
about how differences
(variety) is important to get
the most nutrients for our
health.

Food Safety
Talk about the importance
of washing fruits and
veggies thoroughly before
eating them to make sure
dirt and germs left by other
people are removed. To
wash, rub the surfaces of
the fruits and veggies with
your hands and use lots of
clean water.
Insert tomato
showering
from page 3 of
lesson 3

Insert
washing
hands
graphic

This snack is a sensory
experience. Dip should NOT
be offered as, “Marty likes
to eat fruits and veggies just
the way Mother Nature
makes them, because they
each have their own
flavors.”

Activity
Activity A: Can You Name that Food?

This Week’s Challenge
A. Explore a new fruit or vegetable that are dark orange or green. Where do you find
fruits and veggies if you are not where you live? (school cafeteria, classroom,
grocery store, corner store, garden, farm, farmers markets). On the card, tell
Marty what you tried, what vitamin it had in it, and where you tried it
(environment: home, school, etc.).

NOTES:

Lesson 3: Teaching Outline
EATING A RAINBOW
Time/Hints Teaching Outline
3 minutes
• Review previous lesson and recite Marty’s Messages (mini-poster).
20 minutes

• Introduce the Fruit and Vegetable Groups: Using graphics, show that
the Fruit and Vegetable Groups are the red and green sections of
Vocab:
MyPlate.
nutrients,
• Identify foods in these groups. Mention that these foods are “glow”
nibble, glow,
foods.
anytime,
• Share that vegetables and fruits come in a rainbow of colors!
vitamin
• Let’s discover some fruits and veggies in every color of the rainbow!
Tasting Hint: Engage student in the food tasting activity: A Sense-able Celebration of
Bring cut
Vegetables
samples
• Marty knows that our senses (seeing, smelling, tasting, hearing and
prepared.
While other
touching) can help us appreciate the difference in vegetables that we
students wash
eat, so he wants us to follow his lead so we understand what he likes
hands,
so much about natural vegetables.
distribute with
student
• Use senses to taste fruits/vegetables ONE AT A TIME:
helpers
• SEE: It looks ….
• SMELL: sweet, strong, sharp etc.
• HEAR: crunch etc.
• TASTE: sweet, sour, bitter, salty etc.
• TOUCH/mouthfeel: juicy, dry, crunchy, soft, stringy, chewy, etc.
15 minutes Build A Rainbow Activity
Activity
• Pass out rainbow cards (F/V food models) and instruct students to find
the other students in the classroom who have the same color fruit or
vegetable as they do. Do this without raising their voices! Once they
find their groups they need to find a space in the room and sit down.
Have each color group come up to the board one by on and put cards on
the correlating color strip. (Or direct them in forming a rainbow-See
Educators notes)
• Why are fruits and veggies important to us? ANSWERS: provide
nutrients (vitamins, carbohydrates and water). They make us feel full,
they are fun to eat; and help make our bodies healthy.
• Today, Marty wants to explore two very important vitamins that make
us “glow” with good health.
• Vitamin A gives us healthy eyes (form an “A” with hands and then
move fingers toward eyes). This vitamin is called a ‘helper’ vitamin
because it helps us see in the dark, and have “glowing” skin and shiny
hair.

Vitmain A is found in fruits and vegetables that are red, orange and dark
green and leafy
• What vegetables might be orange or dark green and have vitamin A?
ANSWER: carrots, yams, squash, romaine lettuce, spinach and kale.
• Vitamin C is another important nutrient that gives us healthy skin.
(Form a “C” with right hand, then holding out the left arm, pinch skin).
Vitamin C heals our skin and cuts. It can make food taste tart or sour.
• What are some “Glow” foods that have this vitamin? ANSWER: citrus,
kiwi, strawberries, bell peppers, cabbage and broccoli.
• Good! Now…I bet you remember the type of carbohydrate in plants that
is important for our tummies. What is it? ANSWER: Fiber.
• Yes! Fiber in vegetables and fruits can make them stringy and chewy.
• What is a stringy vegetable that we eat? ANSWER: Celery
• Yes! There is another nutrient that hides in fruits and vegetables. It
makes them juicy or soft and this nutrient is fiber’s ‘best buddy’. What
• is it? ANSWER: Water.
Physical Activity: Go Bananas (see end of lesson)
• Great! Now I think you’re ready to do a fun activity now!
Engage student in Go Bananas

•

2 minutes

10 minutes

• Fruits and vegetables are ‘anytime’ snacks. That means that they are
such healthy choices, it’s good to have them anytime you are eating
food.
• Compare snacks that are healthy to snacks that are less healthy. Have
students brainstorm. Use food models for some examples.
• Why is it important to wash fruits and vegetables before we eat them?
ANSWER: They may have dirt and germs from people touching them,
or bugs, or chemicals on them.
• To wash them, rub the outside of them with your hands and use lots of
clean water.

5 minutes

Optional (as time allows) Activity A: (see following page)

5 minutes

Wrap up
• Remind students to drop any challenge cards they completed into
Marty’s mailbox.
• Distribute parent letters to students; or have classroom teacher put in
back packs.
• If time, read some of their environmental discoveries from the
mailbox.
• Marty’s Weekly Challenge: this week, Marty challenges you to try a
new fruit or vegetable that is dark orange or green. On this week’s
card, tell Marty what food you tried, and in what place you found it
(personal environment: where they live, school cafeteria, etc.).

Weekly
challenge

Leave challenge
poster with teach
to hang up

Lesson 3: Activity A
Can You Name That Food?
Objective: To improve students’ knowledge of common varieties of fruits and vegetables.
Supplies: Pictures of fruits and vegetables (print from file). Before beginning the game,
cut out the clue cards located at the end of this lesson.
Directions:
1. Ask if anyone has watched or played the game of Jeopardy. State, “Today we will play
a game similar to Jeopardy by giving clues about different types of fruit and vegetables
and seeing if anyone can guess the foods.” Unlike Jeopardy, the person who guesses
the food does not have to put the answer in a form of a question-they can just give
the answer.
2. Once a person has guessed a food correctly, they may not guess another food in order
to give others a chance to play the game. Each food item has three clues. If no one can
guess the food correctly based on the clues, then show the picture of the food.
3. Start the game by giving the clues for the first food.
4.

Options: When offered at the beginning of the school year, students may have
difficulty with this game. Educator may want to consider splitting the class into teams.

5. After student gives a correct answer, s(he) may assist educator by holding up the
corresponding funny fruit or vegetable card.
If a student who has already named a food correctly names a second food, treat this lightly
by saying something like, “That’s right and since you have already correctly guessed a
previous food, Marty is telling me to let (name someone else) give the clues for the next
food item.”

NOTES:

Lesson 3: Physical Activity Option: Go Bananas*

Have students stand at their desks or form a circle. Set a beat by snapping fingers or clapping hands and
bopping to the beat. Use rhythm when making the following motions:
•

When ‘forming’ a fruit or vegetable, swing right arm out and up to over your head according to the
beat. Then do the same for the left, with fingers meeting at the top.

•

As you ‘peel’ the veggie or fruit, bring right arm out and down toward your side, followed by the
left, using a different motion for each V/F (re: peeling potato: use motion as if you are holding a
veggie peeler; peeling orange: with pinched fingers, rotate hand in circles at the wrist while
bringing arm out and down to side; shucking corn: with hands horizontal to the floor, use slicing
motion while bringing arm to your side; peeling banana: use downward sweeping motions, as if
actually peeling a banana).

•

During the last two lines of each verse, use motions to pantomime each action: (re: mash
potatoes: with fists clench in front of you, do up and down motion in rhythm with feet; squeeze
orange: wrap your arms around your midsection and squeeze yourself with all your might while
twisting side to side; pop the corn: while bouncing, throw up your hands and splay fingers wide
several times; go bananas: with arms over head, shake hands wildly while turning a circle.

(To see a video of similar Go Bananas! Activities, google Go Bananas! Lyrics may be slightly different)

Lyrics that move to Rhythm
Form potato, form-form potato (right arm)
Form potato, form, form potato (left arm)
Peel potato, peel-peel potato
Peel potato, peel-peel potato
Makes you Mash Potato, Mash-Mash Potato
Makes you Mash Potato, Mash-Mash Potato

Form the corn, form, form the corn
Form the corn, form, form the corn
Shuck the corn, shuck-shuck the corn
Shuck the corn, shuck-shuck the corn
Makes you Pop the Corn, Pop-Pop the Corn
Makes you Pop the Corn, Pop-Pop the Corn

Form the orange, form, form the orange
Form the orange, form, form the orange
Peel the orange, peel-peel the orange
Peel the orange, peel-peel the orange
Makes you Squeeze the Orange,
Squeeze-Squeeze the Orange
Makes you Squeeze the Orange,
Squeeze-Squeeze the Orange

Form banana, form, form banana
Form banana, form, form banana
Peel banana, peel-peel banana
Peel banana, peel-peel banana
Makes you GO Bananas, GO-GO Bananas
Makes you GO Bananas, GO-GO Bananas

*Adapted from a 4H Songbook

Lesson 3: Food Tasting
Sense-able Celebration of Vegetables
Objective: Expand taste experience to a variety of fruits and vegetables through all five
senses.
Supplies:
• Knife
• Cutting board
• Small Paper plates
• Napkins
• 3 oz. water cups
• Water
Ingredients
• Blue/purple: grapes, plums, cabbage, onions, eggplant
• Red: radishes, tomatoes, beets
• Orange: carrots, bell peppers, pumpkin, sweet potato
• Yellow or White: cauliflower, bell pepper, corn, squash, jicama, turnip, parsnip
• Green: celery, broccoli, cucumbers, spinach, peas, lettuce, beans, zucchini
Directions
• Select one sample vegetable for each of three to six colors of the rainbow. (Hint:
choose veggies NOT used in other lessons)
• Wash and cut all vegetables into small, bite-sized pieces (¼ inch X ¾ inch).
• Pre-cook those not eaten in raw form.
• Place one piece of each sample on plate; napkins for each student.
• Lead student through a “Sense-able Celebration of Veggies” (see lesson outline)
MOOSE FACTS
Moose can smell food really well with their very large snouts. One of their
favorite vegetable treats are water lilies. Water lilies grow in the middle of lakes
and ponds. Moose can smell them from a mile away and will walk out into the
water (they have very long legs too) just to munch on Mother Nature’s special
treat.

NOTES:

PUT A RAINBOW ON YOUR PLATE BOARD EXAMPLE*

*Example provided by Kristine Perry, WSU Extension – Clark Co.

Broccoli
1. This vegetable is green and
comes in “stalks.”
2. Many people like to serve
this food with peanut
butter.
3. This vegetable
is crunchy and
goes with carrots.
Celery
1. This food is a fruit as well
as a color.
2. This fruit is a common type
of juice.
3.

It is covered
with a rind.

Orange
1. This food has eyes but
cannot see.
2. It comes in several colors
like brown, red, and yellow.
3. It is often
made into
chips.
Potato

2. This food is good for our
eyes.
3. Rabbits and
horses like to eat
this.
Carrot
1. It comes in ears, but can’t
hear.
2. You eat its kernels.
3.

Its seeds grow
on a cob.

Corn
1. This fruit grows on trees.
2. The fruit comes in the
shape and size of marbles.
3. It has a pit inside.

Cherries
1. This fruit is yellow and has
a tart flavor.
2. It is usually not eaten by
itself.
3. It is often used
to add flavor to
tea and fish.
Lemon

1. This food comes in its own
wrapper.
2. This fruit is soft in texture
and off-white in color.
3. If this food is too
ripe, its peel turns
brown.
Banana
1. We eat this fruit during the
summer.
2. It can get very large and
takes two hands to carry.
3. This food comes with lots
of black
seeds.
Watermelon
1. This vegetable is green and
round.
2. Several pieces
are inside the
outside covering.
3. The food comes
in “pods.”
Peas
1. This food is often made into
pies.
2. It can grow very large—over
100 pounds.
3.

Many people
carve this
vegetable in
October.
Pumpkin
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3. It looks like a tree.

1. This food is a root vegetable (it grows in the ground).
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2. It is eaten both raw and
cooked.
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Cut Here

✁

1. This food is green.

Lesson 3: Activity A

Week 3 Challenge A: Tell Marty….

Week 3 Challenge A: Tell Marty….

The name of the new fruit or vegetable that is dark green
or orange that I tasted was

The name of the new fruit or vegetable that is dark green
or orange that I tasted was

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

The place that I tasted it was at

The place that I tasted it was at

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

How did it taste?

How did it taste?

__________________________

__________________________

Did you like it? _______________

Did you like it? _______________

Week 3 Challenge A: Tell Marty….

Week 3 Challenge A: Tell Marty….

The name of the new fruit or vegetable that is dark green
or orange that I tasted was

The name of the new fruit or vegetable that is dark green
or orange that I tasted was

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

The place that I tasted it was at

The place that I tasted it was at

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

How did it taste?

How did it taste?

__________________________

Did you like it? _______________

__________________________

Did you like it? _______________

Grazin with Marty Moose

Parent Newsletter THREE
Dear Parent or Guardian,
Today we learned about “glow” foods in MyPlate. We find
vegetables in the green section and fruits in the red. We
learned that fruits and veggies give us vitamins,
carbohydrates and water. Vitamin A helps us see
in the dark, like a raccoon. It also gives us shiny
hair and glowing skin. Vitamin C helps us heal and seal cuts. It also
holds our cells together like glue. That is why we call fruits and
veggies “glow” foods!
We were also detectives today. We discovered that colors and taste can give
clues to the nutrients in “glow” foods. Orange and dark green leafy veggies often
contain Vitamin A. We learned that pumpkin and spinach are two veggies high in
Vitamin A. Some tart fruits, like citrus and kiwi, are high in Vitamin C. Play a game
with your child. See how many fruits and veggies you can name that are high in
Vitamins A and C. Then, taste a least one new veggie this week!
Do you know we need to wash fruits and veggies before
eating them? Even watermelon and cantaloupe need a
shower! Ask your child why this is important for good
health.
Finally, we talked about fruits and veggies as “anytime” snacks. This is because
they are high in vitamins, fiber and water. Have your child show you the fiber
hiding in a piece of celery. Then ask what gives fruits and veggies their crunch.
“Glow” foods fill us up without adding extra fat, sugar, and salt. So, eat a rainbow
of fruits and veggies to glow from the inside out! Have your child lead you
through a Sense-able Celebration of Vegetables Activity on the next page.
This week I challenged the second graders to try a new fruit or vegetable that is
orange or dark green and tell me where they found it. This could be anywhere in
their personal environment: where they live or in the school cafeteria. Please
assist them if they ask for some help.
Until next time,

Marty Moose

Marty Moose Parent Newsletter THREE
A Rainbow of Anytime Snacks!

Orange: Oranges, tangerines, carrots, apricots, bell pepper
Yellow or White: Bananas, cauliflower, grapefruit, bell pepper
Red: Berries, radishes, tomatoes, grapes, cranberries
Blue: Blueberries, Italian plums
Purple: Grapes, plums, cabbage, eggplant

A Sense-able
Celebration of Veggies
Moose don’t use dip to eat their veggies.
Marty loves to eat them just like Mother Nature
makes them. Explore what he appreciates about
natural vegetables. Select a few choices from the
rainbow above, and use your senses to:
 See: What color and shape is it?
 Smell: Is it sweet, strong?
 Hear: Does it crunch?
 Taste: Is it sweet, sour, bitter, salty?
 Touch/feel: Is it juicy, dry, crunchy, soft, stringy, chewy?

USDA and Washington State University are equal opportunity providers and employers.
This material was funded by USDA's Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. SNAP. The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP) provides nutrition assistance to people with low income. It can help you buy nutritious foods for a better diet. To
find out more, contact: http://foodhelp.wa.gov or the Basic Food Program at: 1 877 501 2233. All responses will be kept
confidential. Information provided by Washington State University Extension’s Food $ense. Rev. 12/16
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Grazin’ with Marty Moose (WSU Edition – 2016)
Lesson 4: Preparation and Supplies
LESSON: WHERE’S YOUR MOOSETACHE?

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

Dairy foods need to stay cold to be safe to eat
Identify a variety of foods in the Dairy Group
Understand that it takes a lifetime of eating calcium-rich foods to have
strong, healthy bones
• Learn that low-fat and fat-free dairy foods are “anytime” choices
SKILLS • Demonstrate safe handling of foods needing refrigeration
BEHAVIOR • Increase bone strengthening activities
ESTIMATED
45-60 minutes
TIME
ACADEMIC
Not available yet
ALIGNMENTS
SUPPLIES
Teaching
Food Tasting
• Dairy food models (plastic or paper)
• 3 oz. paper cups, water
• Dairy graphics (from file)
• 3 oz. paper cups (smoothie)
• MyPlate poster
• Napkins
• Marty’s Messages mini-poster
• Non-fat milk
• 10 lbs. of flour or white cornmeal
• Frozen blueberries
• Set of dry measuring cups
• Low-fat blueberry yogurt
• Flour leveling tool (plastic knife)
• Frozen orange juice
• Different sizes of sealable plastic
concentrate
bags
•
Blender (with extension cord)
• Marty’s Mailbox cards
• Weekly Challenge poster
• Empty ½ gallon jug; 4 lbs. dried beans
AWARENESS
KNOWLEDGE

HANDOUTS

PREPARATION

EVALUATION:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

MyPlate table tent
Marty’s Message cards
Challenge Cards for mailbox
Weekly Challenge poster

•
•

Parent Letter
Worksheets: MP-A,B; FS-A, DA

Before class complete these steps…
• Review teaching materials
• Read background information
• Print and prepare handouts, and teaching aids
• Prepare food for tasting
• Label and pre-fill plastic bags for Activity B
• Hang MyPlate poster
Check with Evaluation Team

Lesson 4: Lesson Overview
Review Marty’s Messages with students.
Introduce the food group for the day: The Dairy Group.
Use food models to show examples of foods in the Dairy Group (milk, cheese, yogurt, ice
cream)
• Define the Dairy Group as “grow” foods.
o Introduce the nutrients for discussion with the Dairy group: calcium and protein.
• Calcium (show graphics of strong bones and teeth, in file)
o State that most of the calcium in our bodies is in our bones and teeth.
o The best source of calcium in our food is milk and foods made from milk, like cheese
and yogurt.
• Protein gives us energy to grow bigger and longer bones and other body parts.
• Marty says it is important to be Dairy “healthy eaters.”
o Review concept of low-fat/non-fat choices as ‘anytime’ foods; and ‘sometimes’
dairy foods are reduced fat/ 2%; ‘once-in-a-while foods’ are ice cream, pudding
because of the fat and added sugar.
• Complete Activities A and B and optional worksheets if needed.
 Activity C - optional
• Have students complete the cut-and-fold MyPlate table tent.
• Remind students to drop the challenge activities they completed into Marty’s mailbox.
• Distribute parent letter to each student, or have the teacher put them in backpacks/cubbies.
• Leave suggested worksheets with teacher if not used while preparing snack.
• Before departing, check Marty’s Mailbox for any ‘adventures’ taken with last week
challenge.
• Share this Week’s Challenge. Place this week’s challenge poster on door or anywhere at
student eye-level or leave with the teacher to hang.
• Tell the students that next time Marty visits, we will be discussing the Protein Group.
•
•
•

Lesson 4 VOCABULARY
Grow

Calcium

Mineral

Healthy

Smoothie

Marty’s Message List
 Romp and play
 Wash your hooves lots
 Nibble your food and enjoy
 Graze on plants (fruits, veggies and grains)
 Lap up plenty of water
 Choose healthy places to eat and play

Educators Notes:
•
•
•
•

Time. To decrease time on this lesson, omit the food safety topic (5 minutes) and/or Activity
A. Use the table tent as an extension activity for classroom teacher.
Food Tasting. Talk about blender safety: 2nd graders need to have adult supervision when
using a blender.
Activity 4A: Modify this activity to a demonstration as it is too messy with 2nd graders.
Bone Strengthening Physical Activities: Games such as hopscotch, hopping, skipping rope,
jumping, running, and sports like gymnastics.

Food Safety

Food Tasting

Dairy foods need refrigeration
because germs that like to grow
in dairy foods don’t like the cold.
Encourage the students to keep
their milk cold all week by
returning it to the refrigerator as
quickly as possible after each use.

•
•

•

•

Demonstrate safe food handling techniques
while preparing the tasting.
During the tasting time, talk about the
different choices we have for beverages
including soft drinks and milk.
Introduce the concept that milk is packed full
of nutrients, including calcium that help keep
our bones and teeth strong, while soft drinks
contain only energy.
Mention being a MyPlate “healthy eater.”

Activities
Activity A: Bones, Bones, and More Bones
Activity B: Know your Calcium ABCs:
Activity C: (Optional) Build A Bone Bank (introduce, but leave with teacher to complete)

This Week’s Challenge
We talked about how doing certain physical activity make our bones stronger. Marty
wants to know what physical activities you did where you live and play that made your
bones stronger. Tell Marty what you did for this challenge by writing your name or “hoof
print” on the Weekly Challenge poster.

NOTES:

Lesson 4: Teaching Outline
WHERE’S YOUR MOOSETACHE?
Time/Hints Teaching Outline
3-5 minutes • Review / recite Marty’s Messages (mini-poster).
• Review main concepts from previous lesson.
• Ask what new orange or dark green veggies students tried (challenge
from last week). What were the results?
20 minutes • Introduce the Dairy Group: Identify where this group is on MyPlate
(blue section)
Vocab: grow,
calcium, mineral, • Identify variety of foods found in this group using food models (milk,
healthy,
cheese, yogurt, ice cream).
smoothie
• Most dairy foods that we eat or drink come from animals. What
Hint: If students
animals? ANSWER: cows, goats.
bring up lactose
intolerance
• Why are Dairy foods called GROW foods? ANSWER: because they
recognize there
help grow strong bones and teeth.
are other foods
containing
• Dairy foods can do this because of two very important nutrients they
calcium.
have:
Hint:
• Dairy foods have PROTEIN, a nutrient that helps us grow (build) bigger
Demonstrate
interlaced
bones and muscles.
fingers so there
• Dairy foods also give us a mineral called CALCIUM. Calcium does many
are spaces
between. Then
good things for our bodies, but mostly it makes our bones hard and
move fingers
strong.
together to
close spaces in
• So Protein builds a lattice or frame; and calcium fills in the holes to
‘protein’ lattice.
make the lattice strong so it can’t bend and break (see HINT)
Activity 4 A Bones, Bones and More Bones Activity(see script)
Activity 4 B
HINT: Avoid
introducing
non-dairy
sources of
calcium in 2nd
grade.

5 minutes

Demonstrate Know Your Calcium ABCs Activity (see script)
• Show class the pre-measured amounts for each age in zippered plastic
baggies.
• Point out how much calcium they gain every few years when eating a
calcium rich diet.
• Marty wants us to make sure we eat enough calcium every day, so we
can romp and play safely.
• The best source of calcium in our food is milk and other dairy like
cheese and yogurt.
• MyPlate recommends that children your age (8 yrs. and younger) need
2-3 servings from the Dairy Group every day!
• How can we be sure to get enough foods in the Dairy Group each
day? ANSWER: milk with cereal, yogurt; milk in desserts; soups;
cheese. NOTE: can probe by asking if students have milk/dairy with
breakfast? Snack? Lunch? Dinner?

• Good! Now let’s look again at MyPlate.
• Marty wants us to be healthy eaters when choosing food from
MyPlate.
• To be a “healthy eater”, Marty wants us to choose dairy foods that are
lower in fat, sugar and salt. These are “anytime” foods that include
nonfat and low-fat milk, nonfat plain yogurt. “Sometimes” foods in the
dairy group are 2% milk, low-fat cheese, low-fat yogurt, “once in a
while” foods are ice cream and pudding.
5 minutes
• Because dairy foods have “grow’ nutrients, it also helps germs grow.
Food Safety
Marty knows that keeping food safe for humans to eat is very
(optional)
important!
• When we have dairy at our homes, where do we keep it? ANSWER:
refrigerator.
• We store it there because germs that like to grow in dairy foods don’t
like the cold…so they don’t grow as fast.
• What happens if we leave dairy foods on the counter all day or
overnight? ANSWER: Germs grow fast where it is warm and spoils.
These foods smells ‘sour’, or may curdle...and tastes yucky; cheese
starts growing mold (usually white or green).
• When it stays too long outside the refrigerator, milk foods are not safe
to eat, so we should throw them away.
15 minutes • Now Marty wants you to sample one of his favorite snacks:
Food Tasting Blue Moosetache Smoothie (see recipes)
• Prepare samples with student helpers.
HINT: 2nd
graders should
• Have other students wash hands, then work on MP table tent and
not use
workbook handouts.
blenders
without adult
• Share that the food sample today is the Blue Moosetache Smoothie. It
supervision.
has two foods from the Diary Group: low-fat milk and yogurt.
• It also has two foods from the Fruit Group: What are they? ANSWER:
Blueberries and orange juice.
• What do you think these blue flecks are in the smoothie? ANSWER:
Fiber. Relate ‘blue flecks’ to ‘brown flecks’ referred to in the whole
grains lesson.
• During sampling, talk about the different choices we have for
beverages, including soft drinks and milk.
• Introduce the concept that milk is packed full of nutrients while soft
HINT:
substitute
drinks only contain sugar in amounts that are not good for our teeth or
Food Safety
our bodies.
here.
• Which is the healthier choice: A drink that builds strong bones and
teeth that will last a lifetime, or a sugary drink that hurts out teeth
and makes them weak? ANSWER: former

5 minutes
Activity 4 C.
5 minutes

Weekly
Challenge

Leave challenge
poster with
teacher to hang
up.

Optional (as time allows) Introduce Bone Bank Activity. Leave with
classroom teacher.
Wrap up
• Remind students to drop their challenge results into Marty’s Mailbox.
• Distribute parent letters to students, or have classroom teacher put in
backpacks/cubbies.
• If time, read some of their environmental discoveries
(challenges from the mailbox)
Marty’s Weekly Challenge:
• We talked about how doing certain physical activity make our bones
stronger. Marty wants to know what physical activities you did where
you live and play that made your bones stronger. Tell Marty what
activity you did and in what place you did it on his challenge card this
week. Let him know you plan to try this adventure by writing your
name/hoof print on his Weekly Challenge poster. After you did it, write
down what you did, and in what place you did it on a challenge card,
and drop it in the mail to him.

Lesson: Activity A
Bones, Bones, and More Bones
Objective: Experience physical activity while learning to appreciate human bone structure
Supplies: None needed Just a small open space for each student.
Directions:
1. Ask the students to guess how many bones are in our bodies. State there are 206 bones
that make up our body’s bone structure. Over half of our bones are found in our hands and
feet.
2. Ask the students to guess where the largest human bone is located on our bodies (thigh
bone or femur). And then ask students to guess where the smallest human bone is located
(in our ears).
3. Explain that each bone has a very important reason for being there. Have students stand
behind their chairs and place their hands on their ribs. Have them hold their breath and
stretch their stomach muscles. Then ask the students to feel their ribs. Ask what our ribs
protect (our heart, lungs, and other organs).
4. Next have the students feel their heads. Ask what bone they are touching (the skull or
cranium). Ask what part of the body the skull protects (the brain).
5. Next, think about feet. Our feet have many bones… some are long and others short. Why
do you suppose our feet are long? Long feet help us balance to stay upright and not fall
over. For example, with only one small part of our feet on the ground, it is hard not to fall
over. Because we have so many bones in our feet, we are able to stand on our tippy toes,
walk on our heels, and jump high in the air. Our foot bones stay strong if we use them a
lot.
6. How about our hands? Like our feet, they have many bones…long and short. The variety of
shapes and sizes of bones are the reason we can: 1) point with just one finger, 2) make a
fist, 3) play the piano or other musical instrument, 4) hold our toys, and 5) pick up a pencil!
7. Ask the students what would happen if we didn’t have any bones (we would not be able to
stand, walk, run, play or sit in a chair). State that drinking milk and eating calcium-rich food
is important for maintaining healthy and strong bones.

NOTES:

Lesson 4 Activity B
Know Your Calcium ABCs
Objective: To illustrate the amount of calcium in the body at various ages so students can
relate bone development to calcium needs of their bodies. The ABCs of calcium include A for
age, B for bones and C for Calcium.
Supplies
• Ten pounds of white flour or cornmeal
• Set of dry measuring cups
• Flour leveling tool (plastic knife)
• Snack-size sealable plastic bag
• 4 1-gallon size plastic zip-top bags
Label the bags with a broad permanent marker as follows. Pre-measure bags before class to
save time and reduce clean-up. Small bag: Newborn. Gallon bags: 8 year old, 15 year old, Adult,
normal.
Directions
1. Explain to the students that the flour placed in each bag represents the approximate
amount of calcium in the bones for a human body at different ages 1.
2. Show the bag labeled “newborn” and place ¼ cup of flour in the plastic bag.
3. Next show the bag labeled 8-year old” and share that it has 3 ½ cups of flour in that bag.
4. Let them know that there are seven cups of flour in the bag labeled “15 year old,” and 11
cups of flour in the bag labeled “adult.”
5. Pass around the healthy adult bag, so each student can note the difference in weight and
appearance of a healthy adult to youth and adolescents. Healthy bones weigh more
because of calcium.
6. Reinforce the idea that drinking milk and eating calcium-rich foods over a lifetime keeps
bones healthy and strong. Also mention that physical activity (like walking, running, and
jumping) that puts weight on the bones also tells the body to keep the calcium in the bones
where it is needed to keep us moving!

1

Christiansen, Claus. Journal of Bone and Mineral research, Volume 8, Supplement 2. 1993. Mary Ann Lieber, Inc.
pp S475-480.

NOTES:

Lesson 4 Activity C (optional)
Building a Bone Bank
Objective: To teach the concept of obtaining sufficient dietary calcium over a period of time.
Supplies
•
•
•

An empty half-gallon milk jug
8 cups (4 lbs.) of dried beans
Print out of Bone Bank Graphic.pdf from Supplements folder

Directions
1. Tell the class you will be leaving Marty’s mustache milk jug in the classroom for them to
try and fill up with beans. Each bean represents a serving of calcium. Explain this milk
jug helps to show how our bodies store calcium from the foods we eat. The calcium is
deposited in our bones and teeth. Little by little, our ‘bone bank’ (the skeleton) fills up
with calcium. We want our bone banks to be full when we are adults, which means we
need to make regular deposits to our bone banks every day.
2. Ask students to keep track of their milk servings for the next few days.
3. Every day, students will put one bean in the milk jug for every dairy serving they
consume (not just serve themselves) since the last time they put in their beans. The goal
is for each student to have three servings of dairy each day during the school week.
4. Have each student come forward and drop a bean in the jug for each serving of dairy
s/he consumed today.
5. At the end of a time frame determined by the teacher, the class will count all the beans
in the milk jug and determine how well the class did on filling up the Bone Bank. The
recommended time frame is 1-2 weeks.

NOTES:

Lesson 4: Food Tasting
Blue Moosetache Smoothie
Objective: Expand taste experience though a healthy, dairy-based drink.
Supplies:
• 3 oz. paper cups
• Blender
Ingredients
• 1 cup frozen blueberries
• 3 oz. frozen orange juice concentrate
• 1 ½ cups low-fat or non-fat milk
• 1 6-oz. container of low-fat blueberry yogurt
NOTE: May need to make 1 ½ to 2 times the recipe for classes of 25-27 students. If
brand name orange juice (recommended) is not used, may need to substitute white
grape or apple juice for part of the juice to increase sweetness.
Directions
1. Measure and put all ingredients into blender.
2. Blend until smooth but with visible blue flecks from blueberry skins. Serve immediately.
Makes sixteen 2 oz. servings (four 8 oz. servings)
Drink and enjoy!

Moose Facts
Moose can smell food really well with their very large snouts. One of their favorite fruit
treats are wild blueberries. Marty and his moose friends eat not only the tasty berries, but
also the leaves. Humans should stick with just eating the berries from a blueberry bush!

Week 4 Challenge: Tell Marty….

Week 4 Challenge: Tell Marty….

The name of the activity I did to make my bones strong is

The name of the activity I did to make my bones strong is

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

The place I did this activity was

The place I did this activity was

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

Was this activity fun to do? _______________

Was this activity fun to do? _______________

Week 4 Challenge: Tell Marty….

Week 4 Challenge: Tell Marty….

The name of the activity I did to make my bones strong is

The name of the activity I did to make my bones strong is

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

The place I did this activity was

The place I did this activity was

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

Was this activity fun to do? _______________

Was this activity fun to do? _______________

Lesson 4: MyPlate Table Tent
A Cut-and-Fold Activity

Instructions: Cut out along solid lines on outside edges and fold to make
a three–dimensional pyramid. Fold tab and glue or tape to opposite side.
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Provided by Washington State University Extension SNAP-Ed. Marty Moose developed by the Centsible Nutrition Program, U Wyoming, and funded in party by USDA’s SNAP-Ed Program, state and local government agencies. Basic Food assistance helps people with low
incomes. To find out more, contact your local DSHS–Community Service Office. In accordance with Federal law and U.S. Department of Agriculture policy, this institution is prohibited from discriminating on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, religion, political
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Grazin with Marty Moose

Parent Newsletter FOUR
Dear Parent or Guardian,
Our nutrition topic today was the Dairy group. MyPlate shows
the Dairy group as a blue circle. Some favorite foods we talked
about were milk, yogurt, cheese and….ice cream! We discussed
that these foods come from cows and goats, not just the
grocery store.
We discovered that eating from the Dairy
group helps our bones and teeth grow strong. Dairy foods
are packed with protein, which helps us build bigger bones.
Dairy foods also provide a mineral called calcium. Calcium does
many things for our bodies. But, mostly it makes our bones hard
and strong. Dairy foods are our best source of calcium. Protein
and calcium are the two reasons we call foods in the dairy group “grow” foods.
I showed the children how much calcium is in a newborn child. We compared
calcium amounts at different ages, including adults. The children were amazed!
They realized they need to drink milk every day to romp and play safely. They also
learned that even adults need to drink milk!
We also learned that the dairy foods with less fat and sugar are
healthier choices. Non-fat milk and yogurt and 1% milk give us lots of
protein and calcium to grow on. The next healthiest choice is 2% milk,
low-fat cheese and yogurt. Ask your child what milk foods are the least
healthy. Then, ask how often we should eat those foods (once-in-a –while).
This week I challenged the second graders to try to do some bone strengthening
activities. Some examples are walking, skipping rope, jumping, hopping like a
bunny, hopscotch, lifting, and sports like gymnastics. You might talk with your
child about what s/he is planning to do and perhaps you can join him/her!
I have to go now. I hope you try my favorite Blue Moosetache Smoothie recipe
included in this letter. And remember, be a “Healthy Eater!”
Sincerely,

Marty Moose

Marty Moose Parent Newsletter FOUR
Stay Safe - Keep Cool!
Dairy group foods have protein and other nutrients that help living things grow. Because of this,
germs (bacteria, mold, etc.) like to grow in these products, too—especially at room temperature!
To stay safe, follow these tips:
At the store:
 Check the expiration date on the carton of fresh dairy
products (milk, yogurt, sour cream).
 Check cheese for mold
At home:
 Refrigerate all milk-based foods as soon as they get home
from the store.
 Always use clean spoons and knives when serving from the
original container.
 Discourage drinking milk directly from the carton or container.
 Always return dairy-based foods to the refrigerator right after using
them.

Blue Moosetache Smoothie
Ingredients
1 cup frozen blueberries or other fruit
3 ounces frozen orange juice concentrate*
1 ½ cups low-fat or nonfat milk
six-ounce container of low-fat blueberry yogurt

Directions
1. Measure and put all ingredients into blender. Blend until smooth
with visible blue flecks from the blueberry skins.
2. Serve immediately. Drink and enjoy!
3. Makes 4- 8 ounce servings.
* When using house-brand orange juice, you may need to substitute some of it with grape
or apple juice concentrate to increase sweetness.

USDA and Washington State University are equal opportunity providers and employers.
This material was funded by USDA's Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. SNAP. The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP) provides nutrition assistance to people with low income. It can help you buy nutritious foods for a better diet. To
find out more, contact: http://foodhelp.wa.gov or the Basic Food Program at: 1 877 501 2233. All responses will be kept
confidential. Information provided by Washington State University Extension’s Food $ense. Rev. 12/16
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Class Bone Bank
Grazin’ with Marty Moose—WSU Edition

Instructions
Cut out and place graphic on milk jug for Activity 4C - Bone Bank Activity

Grazin’ with Marty Moose (WSU Edition – 2016)
Lesson 5: Preparation and Supplies
LESSON: PROTEIN POWER
LEARNING
OBJECTIVES
AWARENESS • Foods high in protein are stored in the refrigerator to keep them safe to
eat.
KNOWLEDGE • Identify a variety of plant and animal foods in the Protein group
• Understand that both protein and physical activity are important for strong,
growing bodies
• Recognize that removing fat from meat results in a healthier choice.
SKILL • Demonstrate safe food preparation skills
BEHAVIOR • Increase muscle-strengthening activities
ESTIMATED
45-60 minutes
TIME
ACADEMIC
Not available
ALIGNMENTS
SUPPLIES
Teaching
Food Tasting
• Protein food models (plastic or paper)
• 3 oz. paper cups, water
• Protein Grow graphics (from file)
• Napkins, spoons, paper plates
• MyPlate poster
• Small sealable plastic bags
• Marty’s Messages mini-poster
• Canned beans, drained and rinsed
• Marty’s Weekly Challenge poster
• Salsa, mild; low-fat sour
Optional
cream/plain yogurt
• 1 lb. fat model (Nasco) or photo
• Baked crackers or tortilla chips
included
• ¼ cup measure
HANDOUTS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PREPARATION

Before class complete these steps…
• Review teaching materials
• Read background information
• Print and prepare handouts, and teaching aids
• Prepare beans (open cans, drain, and rinse)
• Hang MyPlate poster

EVALUATION:

If this is last lesson, follow Lesson 7 evaluation instructions.

MyPlate table tent (If not used in Dairy Lesson)
Marty’s Message cards
Challenge Cards for mailbox
Parent Letter
Worksheets: MP-A,B; FS-A, P-A,B
NERI (optional)
For FFY18, if last lesson, Student Post survey and Teacher Observation Survey

Lesson 5: Lesson Overview
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Review Marty’s Messages with students.
Introduce the food group for the day: The Protein Group.
Use food models to show examples of foods in the Protein Group (chicken, fish, eggs, beans,
meat, peanut butter, nuts and seeds)
Mention that plant sources of protein have little or no fat, but animal protein food does.
o Show picture of muscle meat with marbling. Let the children know that healthier
choices have little visible fat. If we cut the fat off the meat before we cook it, it is a
healthier choice.
o Review the concept of ‘anytime’, ‘sometime’ and ‘once-in-a-while’ foods for the
protein group, where anytime foods are lean source of protein; and sometimes food
are higher fat choices; and once-in-while foods are high fat, processed choices like
hot dogs and sausages.
Define the Protein Group as “grow” foods.
Introduce the nutrients for discussion with the Protein group: Protein
Protein (show graphics in file)
o State that protein is a part of every cell in our body, and because of this out body needs
a constant supply of protein to repair body cells as they wear out.
o Another function of protein is to help us build and maintain muscles. Have the students
tighten their upper arm muscles and explain that protein helped to build those
muscles.
o Add that protein is also needed for growth, which is especially important for children
and teenagers.
o Ask if anyone remembers the main function of carbohydrates (supply energy). State
that protein can also be used to supply energy for our bodies to make bigger body
parts.
o Explain that protein also helps to keep us from getting sick by building our immune
system which helps us fight germs.
Complete Activities A and B and optional worksheets if needed during hand washing.
Provide food tasting while demonstrating food safety strategies.
o Demonstrate the fingers are used in Mighty Moose Bean Dip as Mother Nature’s
machines.
Remind students to drop any challenge cards they have into Marty’s Mailbox.
Distribute parent letter to each student, or have the teacher put them in backpacks/cubbies.
Leave suggested worksheets with teacher if not used while preparing snack.
Before departing, check Marty’s Mailbox for any ‘adventures’ taken with last
week’s challenge.
Share this Week’s Challenge. Place challenge poster up on door at eye level, or leave
with the teacher to hang later.
Tell the students that next time Marty visits, we will be discussing how we stay in balance.
Insert picture of Grazin’ with Marty MyPlate Poster here. Put running hare from
original on the ground running with “wind’ at his back to show he is running very
quickly.

Educators Notes:

•

Time. To decrease time on this lesson, reduce time spent on how to lower fat for healthier
meat choices. And, for snack, have beans distributed in sealable bags; or bags can be preassembled as a time-saving measure.
Food Tasting. When setting up for this tasting, form an assembly line to add ingredients to
bag. Have classroom teacher at the end to ensure getting air out and ‘sealing’ bag is
complete. Use sturdy zip-seal bags to avoid bags getting “holes.” Talk with students about
how today their fingers are Mother Nature’s “machines” that do the mashing (work).

•

Muscle Strengthening Physical Activities: Riding a bike, swimming (like a fish), push-ups,

•

chin ups, monkey bars, crab walk, bear walk, swing (from a tree); kick a ball, run, sports,
hiking in the woods.
•

If this is the last lesson in the series: See the end of the script for alternative wrap up.

Food Safety
Talk about how germs (also called
bacteria) need food and water to
grow just like we do. Germs in
the foods from the protein group
grow fast and because of this, it is
important to refrigerate these
foods quickly after we get home
from the grocery store. If we buy
protein foods in cans, they are
okay on a shelf until the can is
opened. After that, they should
be placed in a clean, covered
container and also stored in the
refrigerator.

Food Tasting
•
•

Demonstrate safe food handling techniques
while preparing the tasting.
Mention being a MyPlate “healthy eater.”

Lesson 5 VOCABULARY
Protein

Fat
Muscle

Strong

Activity

Beans

Activities
Activity A: P is for Protein explores the many sources of protein from both animal and
plant foods
Activity B: S is for Strength explores physical activity that makes strong muscles
Activity C: (Optional) Protein Partner Push-ups

This Week’s Challenge
Marty wants you to think about places you like to play (parks, school playground or gym,
your yard at home, a field in your neighborhood). Tell Marty of your plan to try the
challenge this week by adding your name/hoof print to the Challenge poster. Then, after
you do muscle strengthening activities, tell him what activity you did, in what places you
did them and what part of your body was getting stronger.

NOTES:

Lesson 5: Teaching Outline
PROTEIN POWER
Time/Hints Teaching Outline
3-5 minutes • Review / recite Marty’s Messages (mini-poster).

• Review main concepts from previous lesson.
• Ask what BONE BUILDING activities did students try? Address amount of
beans (calcium) in the jug… Congratulate the students on their progress
with consuming 2-3 cups of dairy foods each day!
20 minutes • Introduce the Protein Group: Identify where this group is on MyPlate
(purple section)
Vocab: protein,
• Identify variety of foods found in this group using food models.
fat, strong,
activity, muscle,
• Identify Protein foods come from both plant and animals.
beans
• Point out that the foods in this group are “grow” foods.
• Why are Protein foods called GROW foods? ANSWER: because they
contain protein that builds muscles and bones.
• Protein is part of every cell in our bodies. Our bodies need protein all the
time to repair our body cells when they wear out.
• Protein foods give us energy to grow longer bones, build strong muscles,
blood, hair and fingernails (hooves!)
• It also helps us fight infections. Eating foods from this group is especially
important to children and teenagers because it helps them grow into
healthy adult size.
Activity 5 A P is for Protein Activity(see script)
• Now let’s talk about another nutrient that we get from Protein foods….FAT.
• Fat protects our organs by being a ‘cushion’. It carries some vitamins
through the blood and stores some vitamins. It keeps us warm. It also adds
flavor to food.
• Fat is full of energy, so we need to make sure we eat just a little bit to get
Example
what our bodies need for good health. Animal protein foods can have a lot
Relevant to
of fat which is not healthy.
2nd graders
• Let’s close our eyes and think of animal meat (like hamburger, from cattle
is pizza w/
or a piece of chicken before it’s cooked). What does the fat look like?
melted
ANSWER: white, yellow, hard, slippery/greasy.
cheese and/
• Hamburger usually has too much fat for good health. How do we get less
or meat.
Can see
fat from hamburger? ANSWER: cook it- this melts the fat so some of it
pools of
drips out; blot cooked portion with a paper towel to take away more of
melted fat
the melted fat.
on top.
• Where is the fat in chicken? ANSWER: in skin, yellow globs under the skin.
Lower fat by
• How do you eat less fat in chicken: ANSWER: Pull off visible fat before
blotting
cooking; don’t eat the skin.
with napkin
10 minutes

• Are you ready to stand up and pretend we are in the forest with Marty?

Activity 5 B
HINT: refer to
list in Educator’s
notes.

15 minutes
Food
Tasting
HINT: Omit
the concept of
cross
contamination
in Grade 2.
HINT: if time is
short, preassemble bean
baggies before
class starts.
Otherwise
form an
assembly line
with teacher
making sure
air is removed
and zip
feature is
closed.

5 minutes
Do this if
planning to
teach more
lessons.

Weekly
challenge
Leave
challenge
poster for
teacher to
hang up.

Alternative
wrap up if
Last class in
series.

S is for Strength Activity (see script)
• Afterward, conclude there are many muscle strengthening activities we
do at the playground, in the gym, at the park, or in our own yard. What
are some of activities we do that make your muscles strong?
• Now that we have worked our muscles a bit, Marty wants you to sample
one of his favorite plant protein snacks.
Mighty Moose Bean Dip (see recipe)
• Prepare samples with student helpers.
• Have other students wash hands, then work on worksheets.
• Share that everyone gets to make their own sample today by using their
finger muscles as ‘machines’ that will mash up the beans and turned them
into flavorful bean dip!
• Instruct kids on how the logistics will work.
• During the preparation or while students sample their tasting, address the
following food safety points:
• Germs need food and water to grow, just like we do.
• Germs in foods from the Protein and Dairy groups grow fast.
• How do we stop germs from growing? ANSWER: Keep them cold. They
don’t grow as fast in the cold.
• This is why it is important to refrigerate these food quickly after we get
home from the grocery store, and after a meal if there are leftovers
Wrap up*
• Remind students to drop their challenge results into Marty’s Mailbox.
• Distribute parent letters to students, or have classroom teacher put in back
packs.
• If time, read some of their environmental discoveries from the mailbox.
Marty’s Weekly Challenge:
• Marty wants you to think about places you like to play (parks, school
playground or gym, your yard at home, a field in your neighborhood). Tell
Marty what muscle strengthening activities you did, and where you did
them and what part of your body is getting stronger. Let him know you are
going to do this by writing your name/ hoof print on his Challenge poster.
• * If Lesson 5 is offered as the last lesson in this series, use the last 10
minutes for the post-survey. And conclude with:
• Marty says “Thank you” 2nd graders for being interested in learning how
to graze on healthy food, romp and play more every day and how to
explore your environments for healthy choices.
• We’ve had a lot of fun together! And Marty would like to give you a
certificate because you have helped Marty Moose turn into Smarty Moose!
• Distribute certificates. Give the Teacher Observation Report to do
there or return by mail. Distribute parent newsletter surveys.

NOTES:

Lesson 5 Activity A
P is for Protein!
Objective: To explore the many sources of protein from both animals and plant foods.
Supplies: You will need to print a copy of the graphics of protein foods and their original
sources found under Protein Graphics (a pig is the original source of pork chops, a pecan
tree is the original source of pecans, etc.). Make sure you have paired the food with its
source prior to class. Another option is to use food models when possible and other props
like a milk carton to represent milk, an egg carton to represent eggs, an empty tuna can to
present tuna, etc. You will also need an open area to play the game, but students can play
the game by moving from desk to desk.
Directions
1. Ask the students if they remember some of the main reasons we need to eat foods
containing the nutrient protein (to build and maintain muscle, to help us grow, to help
us stay healthy by fighting off germs, to give us energy). Remind the students that
foods from the dairy and protein groups are called “grow” foods. Next, tell the
students they are going to play a game that will help them understand the different
sources of protein foods.
2. Distribute a graphic to each student. Make sure you randomly distribute the graphics so
the person with an egg is not seated next to the person with the laying hen. Ask the
students to find their “partner” (the picture that shows where the food came from
originally). Remind the students this is a learning activity so it is OK to take a guess and
guess wrong because Marty’s helper will give all the correct answers.
3. Have the students show their foods and then the original sources of the foods. If
necessary, help to group the foods appropriately. State all foods pictured in the room are
good sources of protein. Ask which two food groups are represented by the foods (dairy
and protein). Explain the foods containing milk belong in the dairy group, but they are
also good sources of protein.
4. Finally, have the students with foods from plants go to one side of the room, and
students with foods from animals go to the other side of the room. Talk about
how protein foods come from both animals and plants. Thank the students for
helping Marty explore protein foods and ask the students to take their seats.

NOTES:

Lesson 5 Activity B
S is for Strength!
Objective: Experience physical activities focusing on strength, while celebrating the many
creatures found in the forest.
Supplies: None needed. Just a small open space for each student in which to move.
Directions
1. Explain to the students that the physical activity for today will focus on strengthening our
muscles.
2. Ask the students to stand behind their chairs and lock the fingers of their left hand with the
fingers on their right had at about chest height.
3. Ask the students to try and pull their hands apart without letting their fingers slip.
4. Ask the students what muscles they can feel working (arms, shoulders, back). Let the
students relax a few seconds and then repeat the exercise.
5. Next let the students know we will focus on our stomach muscles. Ask the students to
stand straight and tall and pull in their stomach muscles. Hold for a few seconds. Relax.
Repeat.
6. Ask the children to play a game with you that will explore all the unique characteristics of
Marty’s friends in the forest. After each scenario, have students name muscles
used.
One of Marty’s friends is a rabbit. To honor the rabbit, let’s hop like a rabbit.
Another creature in the forest is a bird. There are all kinds of birds that come in all kinds of
colors and many of them make beautiful music. In honor of all the birds of the forest, let’s
flap our arms like a bird.
Down by the creek lives a frog. In honor of all the frogs in the forest, let’s leap like a frog.
As Marty looks over his head, he notices a soaring eagle. In honor of the eagles in the
forest, let’s stretch out our arms and pretend to soar like an eagle.
Ask the students if they can think of any other animals in the forest and then create
movements in recognition of that animal (examples: stretch tall like a bear; run like a
deer, hoot like an owl, walk proud like an elk, swim like an otter, etc.)
Optional: It is fun to end with howling like a wolf. Muscles used: facial, tongue, neck, jaw.

NOTES:

Lesson 5 Activity C (optional for classroom or PE teachers)
Protein Partner Push-ups
Objective: To demonstrate that muscle strength is needed to do physical activity, and some
activities require teamwork to achieve the goal. Explore teamwork in terms of diversity of
body size and strength, and in relationship to successful outcomes.
Supplies: None needed. Activity needs to be conducted in a gym or grass field to minimize
safety risks to participants
Directions
1. This optional activity can be conducted by the classroom teacher outside of the Food $ense
class time.
2. Have students work in pairs. Students will probably want to pair up with their best friend.
However, successful outcomes may be dependent on pairs being the same size. Teacher
may want to pair the students up or complete a second round with pairs of the same size.
Teacher may need to act as a spotter and use a demonstration team before the rest of the
partners begin.
3. Instruct them to sit on the ground back-to-back, knees bent, elbows linked and bottom of
their feet flat on the ground. Let them know that they will need to use their muscles AND
talk with each other about what they need to do next to stay in balance (not fall over) and
push themselves up.
4. At the count of three, they will press against each other’s back and using their legs, try to
stand up.
5. When successfully completed, add a third or fourth person to the group.

NOTES:

Lesson 5: Food Tasting
Mighty Moose Bean Dip
Objective: Expand taste experience though a healthy, plant-based protein snack.
Supplies:
• 3 ounce paper cup, water
• Napkins
• Spoons
• Small sealable plastic bags
• Paper plates
• ¼ cup measure
• Measuring spoons
Ingredients (per tasting)
• ¼ cup canned beans (pintos work great!)
• 1 teaspoon low-fat sour cream or plain non-fat yogurt
• 1 tablespoon mild salsa
• Small, snack-size sealable plastic bag
• 3-5 whole wheat crackers or baked tortilla chips.
Directions
1. Open canned beans and drain. To reduce sodium content, rinse.
2. Place all ingredients in the small plastic bag, squeeze out air and seal bag.
3. Mash ingredients with your fingers.
4. Snip a corner of the bag off with scissors and squirt the dip onto crackers or chips. See
Educators Notes for modifying directions.
Food Safety Tip
Refrigerate leftovers immediately.

NOTES:

Week 5 Challenge: Protein Power!

Week 5 Challenge: Protein Power!

Think about the places you play. Then make a plan to do an
activity that makes your muscles strong. Tell Marty….

Think about the places you play. Then make a plan to do an
activity that makes your muscles strong. Tell Marty….

What activity will you do to make your muscles strong?

What activity will you do to make your muscles strong?

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

In what place will you do this activity?
___________________________________________

In what place will you do this activity?
___________________________________________

What part of your body will get stronger from this
activity?

What part of your body will get stronger from this
activity?

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

Week 5 Challenge: Protein Power!

Week 5 Challenge: Protein Power!

Think about the places you play. Then make a plan to do an
activity that makes your muscles strong. Tell Marty….

Think about the places you play. Then make a plan to do an
activity that makes your muscles strong. Tell Marty….

What activity will you do to make your muscles strong?

What activity will you do to make your muscles strong?

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

In what place will you do this activity?
___________________________________________

In what place will you do this activity?
___________________________________________

What part of your body will get stronger from this
activity?

What part of your body will get stronger from this
activity?

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

Grazin with Marty Moose

Parent Newsletter FIVE
Dear Parent or Guardian,
Today I introduced the Protein group of MyPlate. It is the purple
section and it is rather small. Its size gives you a clue. You don’t need
a lot of this food group to stay healthy. That’s because it’s jam-packed
with nutrients, especially protein.
The Protein group is very important because it contains “grow” foods.
These foods help you grow longer bones and stronger muscles. They
also help build strong blood, hair, and fingernails. Or, in my case, protein builds strong
hooves! Protein is in every cell in your body. Eating from this group is really important
for children and teens because they are growing to be full sized adults.
The protein group includes both animal and plant protein. We named some favorite
animal foods: beef, chicken, eggs, fish…and moose! We also discovered that many
delicious plants are in this group. Dried beans, nuts and seeds are a few we like. We
sampled a snack made from vegetable protein today in class. Ask your child to show
you or tell you about how to prepare it.
Did you know that humans should try to eat beans three times a week instead of meat?
There is a very good reason for this. Beans are some of the leanest protein foods in our
world. Most animal proteins have unhealthy fat in greater amounts than we need for
good health.
I’m not saying all fat is bad. Fat is necessary for good health. Fat cushions your organs.
It carries some vitamins through your blood. It also stores some vitamins. Fat keeps you
warm and gives you energy. It also adds flavor to food. Just remember to “go lean with
protein” as often as you can. I put some tips for lowering fat from animal foods on the
back of this letter.
This week I challenged the second graders to try to do some muscle strengthening
activities. Some examples are kicking a ball, playing sports, playing on monkey bars or a
big gym, riding a bike, and running. You might talk with your child about what s/he is
planning to do and perhaps you can join him/her!
Have fun this week!
Sincerely,

Marty Moose

Marty Moose Parent Newsletter FIVE
Tips for Lowering the Fat in Animal Foods
Animal foods are high in protein, but many of the affordable cuts of meat and poultry are high in
saturated fats. These are not good for your health. It is best to remove and avoid as much fat as possible.
Here are some tips to lower the fat:

Meats & Poultry:
Cut away most of the visible fat (usually white) before cooking.
Broil, roast or grill so that the melted fat drips away from the food source.
Remove any fat still on the edge of meat before serving.
Buy leaner types of hamburger; or after cooking, drain and
pat with a paper towel.
Remove the skin from chicken before serving.
Other Tips
Serve more fish. Fish contains healthy oils.
Game, such as venison, is a very lean protein food.
Increase vegetable protein as a main dish.
Avoid flavoring soups, beans, and legumes with bacon or other animal fat. Instead,
substitute a little oil.

Mighty Moose Bean Dip-in-a-Bag
Ingredients
¼ cup canned beans (pintos work great)
1 teaspoon plain nonfat yogurt or sour cream
1 tablespoon mild salsa
Small sealable plastic bag
Whole wheat crackers or baked chips
Directions
Open canned beans and drain. To reduce sodium, rinse and drain.
Place beans in the small plastic bag. Squeeze out air and seal the bag. Mash
the beans with your fingers. Re-open the bag and add the yogurt and salsa.
Seal the bag again and mix all ingredients with your fingers. Snip a corner of
the bag off with scissors and squirt the dip onto your crackers or chips.
Refrigerate leftovers immediately.

USDA and Washington State University are equal opportunity providers and employers.
This material was funded by USDA's Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. SNAP. The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP) provides nutrition assistance to people with low income. It can help you buy nutritious foods for a better diet. To
find out more, contact: http://foodhelp.wa.gov or the Basic Food Program at: 1 877 501 2233. All responses will be kept
confidential. Information provided by Washington State University Extension’s Food $ense. Rev. 12/16

The next newsletter should be used when lesson 5 is the last class. Note it has a different ending and
a Farewell signature.

Grazin with Marty Moose

Parent Newsletter FIVE
Dear Parent or Guardian,
Today I introduced the Protein group of MyPlate. It is the purple
section and it is rather small. Its size gives you a clue. You don’t
need a lot of this food group to stay healthy. That’s because it’s
jam-packed with nutrients, especially protein.
The Protein group is very important because it contains “grow”
foods. These foods help you grow longer bones and stronger
muscles. They also help build strong blood, hair, and fingernails. Or, in my case,
protein builds strong hooves! Protein is in every cell in your body. Eating from
this group is really important for children and teens because they are growing to
be full sized adults.
The group includes both animal and plant protein. We named some favorite
animal foods: beef, chicken, eggs, fish…and moose! We also discovered that
many delicious plants are in this group. Dried beans, nuts and seeds are a few
we like. We sampled a snack made from vegetable protein today in class. Ask
your child to show you or tell you about how to prepare it.
Did you know that humans should try to eat beans three times a week instead of
meat? This is because beans are some of the leanest protein foods in our world.
Most animal proteins have unhealthy fat in greater amounts than we need for
good health.
I’m not saying all fat is bad. Fat is necessary for good health. Fat cushions your
organs. It carries some vitamins through your blood. It also stores some vitamins.
Fat keeps you warm and gives you energy. It also adds flavor to food. Just
remember to “go lean with protein” as often as you can. I put some
tips for lowering fat from animal foods on the back of this letter.
To celebrate our last session, we tasted Mighty Moose Bean Dip
(on page 2). Each student received a Certificate of Achievement.
Ask how your child helped Marty Moose become Smarty Moose.
I hope you have enjoyed the parent letters over the past 5 weeks. The classroom
teachers report positive changes in the students’ food behaviors at school. With
families and schools working together, we create a solid base for learning and
living healthfully.
Farewell for now!

Marty Moose

Marty Moose Parent Newsletter FIVE
Tips for Lowering the Fat in Animal Foods
Animal foods are high in protein, but many of the affordable cuts of meat and poultry are high in
saturated fats. These are not good for your health. It is best to remove and avoid as much fat as possible.
Here are some tips to lower the fat:

Meats & Poultry:
Cut away most of the visible fat (usually white) before cooking.
Broil, roast or grill so that the melted fat drips away from the food source.
Remove any fat still on the edge of meat before serving.
Buy leaner types of hamburger; or after cooking, drain and
pat with a paper towel.
Remove the skin from chicken before serving.
Other Tips
Serve more fish. Fish contains healthy oils.
Game, such as venison, is a very lean protein food.
Increase vegetable protein as a main dish.
Avoid flavoring soups, beans, and legumes with bacon or other animal fat. Instead,
substitute a little oil.

Mighty Moose Bean Dip-in-a-Bag
Ingredients
¼ cup canned beans (pintos work great)
1 teaspoon plain nonfat yogurt or sour cream
1 tablespoon mild salsa
Small sealable plastic bag
Whole wheat crackers or baked chips
Directions
Open canned beans and drain. To reduce sodium, rinse and drain.
Place beans in the small plastic bag. Squeeze out air and seal the bag. Mash
the beans with your fingers. Re-open the bag and add the yogurt and salsa.
Seal the bag again and mix all ingredients with your fingers. Snip a corner of
the bag off with scissors and squirt the dip onto your crackers or chips.
Refrigerate leftovers immediately.

USDA and Washington State University are equal opportunity providers and employers.
This material was funded by USDA's Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. SNAP. The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP) provides nutrition assistance to people with low income. It can help you buy nutritious foods for a better diet. To
find out more, contact: http://foodhelp.wa.gov or the Basic Food Program at: 1 877 501 2233. All responses will be kept
confidential. Information provided by Washington State University Extension’s Food $ense. Rev. 12/16
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Photo of One Pound of Fat

From Fitness Inspiration (accessed through Pinterest, December 12, 2016)

Grazin’ with Marty Moose (WSU Edition – 2016)
Lesson 6: Preparation and Supplies
LESSON: HEALTHY EATERS STAY IN BALANCE
LEARNING
OBJECTIVES
AWARENESS • Introduce and demonstrate concept of serving size as the “handy cup”
KNOWLEDGE • Review MyPlate food groups in terms of function: go, glow, and grow
• Understand that healthy eaters choose foods that are low in added fat,
sugar or salt
• Identify 3 parts of being a healthy eater
SKILL • Practice making a handy-cup sized portion for a snack.
BEHAVIOR • Change claw-sized portions to handy cup-sized portion of snacks high in
sugar, fat and salt
ESTIMATED
45-60 minutes
TIME
ACADEMIC
Not available.
ALIGNMENTS
SUPPLIES
Teaching
Food Tasting
• Food models (plastic 3D type if available)
• 3 oz. paper cups, water
• Go, Glow, Grow graphics (from file)
• Napkins, spoons, paper plates
• MyPlate poster
• Small sealable plastic bags
• Marty’s Messages mini-poster
• Cucumber
• Marty’s Challenge poster
• Kiwi or banana
• 1 x 1 inch low-fat cheese slice
If last lesson in the series:
• Whole grain crackers
• Smarty Marty’s TIC TAC TOE
• Nuts (cashew or almond); OR
raw, toasted sunflower seeds
• Liquid soap, paper towels
HANDOUTS

•
•
•
•
•
•

PREPARATION

EVALUATION:

Marty’s Message cards
Challenge Cards for mailbox
Parent Letter
Worksheets: MP-A, -B, -C, -D, -E
NERI: Only if last lesson of series: Smarty Marty Certificates and pencil
(optional)
If last lesson, Student Post survey and Teacher Observation Survey

Before class complete these steps…
• Review teaching materials
• Read background information
• Print and prepare handouts
• Hang MyPlate poster

•
•

Wash and pre-cut fruit and
vegetables
Slice cheese

If this is last lesson, follow Lesson 7 evaluation instructions.

Lesson 6: Lesson Overview
•

Review Marty’s Messages with students; review concepts of previous lesson

(If this is the last lesson, skip the Reviews below, and move on to Activity A.)
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review foods that are ‘anytime’, ‘sometime’, and ‘once-in-a-while’ foods
o Relate these categories to energy balance: ‘anytime’ because they are the healthiest for us;
‘sometimes’ because they may have some added sugar, fat or salt; and only ‘once in a while’
types have too much sugar, fat, and salt--they are not healthy and therefore we should not
have them very often.
o ANYTIME: fresh fruits and veggies, whole grain bread and tortillas, oatmeal, fish, beans,
nonfat or low-fat dairy
o SOMETIMES: canned fruits and veggies, white bread or buttered popcorn, fried chicken,
reduced-fat/2% milk.
o ONCE IN A WHILE: fruit pies, doughnuts and cookies, chips, sausage, hot dogs, ice cream and
pudding.
Review the importance of water to all living things - including humans! Demonstrate a serving
size of water (8 oz. cup). State we need plenty of water every day (quantity of water could be
represented by a pitcher). Discuss how water needs can be met both by the beverages we drink,
such as water or milk, and the foods we eat. Explain that soups, fruits, and other foods have
water hiding inside of them. What is the clue? (juicy, liquidy)
Complete Activity A: It’s the Cup not the Claw. Discuss what foods we tend to serve and eat
“with the claw.”
Complete the suggested worksheets (optional) during hand washing.
Engage students in the food tasting activity: MyPlate Stack Snack.
Complete Activity B: The Move More Game.
Remind students to drop any challenge results they have into Marty’s Mailbox.
Distribute parent letter to each student or have the teacher put them in backpacks/cubbies.
Leave suggested worksheets with teacher if not used while preparing tasting.
If this is your last lesson for the series… Leave some time to play Smarty Marty’s Tic Tac Toe
If not the last lesson of the series…
o Before departing, check Marty’s Mailbox for any ‘adventures’ taken with last week’s
challenge.
o Share this Week’s Challenge. Place challenge poster up on door or leave with the teacher to
hang.
o Tell the students that next time Marty visits, we will be all become “Smarty Martys” by
playing a nutrition game.

Educators Notes:
•
•
•

Nasco™ 3-D food models work great with “It’s the cup, not the claw” activity as they fit in a
hand very well. Suggest laminating photo models for extended use.
Time. To decrease time, shorten or omit initial review; manage behaviors during activities.
End of Series. If you are only able to offer 6 lessons of the 7 available, do the following to
keep fidelity:
o Omit initial review
o Shorten Activity A to a demo
o Play Smarty Marty’s Tic Tac Toe from Lesson 7
o Have “graduates” accept a Smart Marty certificate; optional pencil with a message as
NERI.
Lesson 6 VOCABULARY
Balance

Claw

Sugar

Salt

Healthy Eater

Activities
Activity A: It’s the Cup, not the Claw
Activity B: The Move More Game
If this is last Lesson of Series, do: Activity:
Smarty Marty’s Tic-Tac-Toe (Lesson 7)

This Week’s Challenge
Marty wants you to think about what foods that you usually take with your claw. Tell
Marty what food(s) they are, the place you were when you reached with your claw, and
what you did to stay in balance. Write these things on Marty’s card and drop it in his
mailbox.

NOTES:

Lesson 6: Teaching Outline
Healthy Eaters Stay in Balance
Time/Hints Teaching Outline
3-5 minutes • Review / recite Marty’s Messages (mini-poster).

• Review main concepts from previous lesson.
• Ask what MUSCLE STRENGTHENING activities did students try?
Congratulate the students on their progress of increasing their muscle
strengthening activities!
5-7 minutes • Show students the MyPlate poster. Review foods that are anytime,
Vocab: claw,
sometime, and once-in-a-while foods
balance, salt,
o Relate these categories to energy balance: “anytime” because they
sugar, Healthy
Eater
are the healthiest for us; “sometimes” because they may have some
added sugar, fat or salt; and only “once in a while” types as high in
HINT: This
sugar, fat, and salt, not healthy and therefore should not have them
section serves
very often.
as an anchor
prior to
o ANYTIME: fresh fruits and veggies, whole grain bread and tortillas,
engaging in
oatmeal; fish, beans, nonfat or low-fat dairy and WATER!!!
Activity 6 A
o SOMETIMES: canned fruits and veggies, white bread or buttered
popcorn, fried chicken, reduced-fat/2% milk.
o ONCE IN A WHILE: fruit pies, doughnuts and cookies, chips, sausage,
hot dogs, ice cream and pudding.
• Now that we have learned about these (anytime, sometimes, and once in
a while foods) foods, Marty wants to show us how to make healthier
choices by using a handy tool that we have with us all the time.
10 minutes
Activity 6 A

It’s the Cup, Not the Claw Activity (see revised script)

10 minutes MyPlate Stack Snack
Food Tasting • Prepare food sample with student helpers. Have students identify the

12 minutes

food group to which each food belongs: whole grain, vegetable, fruit,
dairy and protein. Before eating it, ask students to reflect on whether this
snack is “cup” or “claw” size. ANSWER: Cup.
Healthy Eaters Stay in Balance--- Move More Game
• So, we learned that we need to eat from all the food groups and we
need to eat the right amounts of food. What else does Marty do every
single day to stay healthy? ANSWER: He grazes…or moves around to
find food. He balances the energy he takes in (eating food) with the
energy he puts out (physical activity) when he is living his life.
• How many minutes a day are we supposed to be physically active?
ANSWER: 60 minutes. It doesn’t have to be done all at once. You might
have 2 or 3 times a day during school, PE class, activities after school and
sometime during the evening…that all counts.

Activity 6 B

• We should try to play hard enough that our breathing gets heavy…like
we are almost out of breath. Let’s go on an adventure with Marty (see
script for Activity 6B.
• Great job! Remember, on days we are very active, we may feel hungry
more often. On days we are not active, our bodies may need less food.
We need to listen to our tummies!

Summary

So what have we learned about being a healthy eater?
• Healthy Eaters choose mostly anytime foods from MyPlate and drink
water!
• Healthy Eaters choose at least 60 minutes of activity every day
• Healthy Eaters serve themselves with handy cup, not claw-sized
portions.

5-10
minutes

Wrap up for continuing series:
• Remind students to drop their challenge results into Marty’s Mailbox.
• Distribute parent letters to students, or have classroom teacher put in
backpacks. Attaching parent surveys with envelopes here is optional so
they can be collected next week.
• Hand out Teacher Observation Report
• If time, read some of their environmental discoveries from the mailbox.
Marty’s Weekly Challenge:
Marty wants you to think about what foods that you usually take with your
claw.
Tell Marty what food(s) they are, the place you were when you reached with
your claw, and what you did to stay in balance. Write these things on
Marty’s card and drop it in his mailbox. If you decide to change your serving
to a handy cup, write your name/hoof print on this week’s Challenge
poster.

Weekly
Challenge

Leave
challenge
poster with
the teacher to
hang up.

10 - 15
Minutes

Wrap up for ending series:
Hand out Smarty Marty Certificates with each student’s name on one. Shake
their hand; and/or NERI: Pencil. If this is the last lesson of the series in your
school, play Smarty Marty’s Tic Tac Toe from Lesson 7.

Lesson 6: Activity A
It’s the Cup, Not the Claw
Objective Identify food groups on MyPlate and introduce the concept of serving size.
Supplies At least one food model will be needed per student (plastic food models or food pictures,
but plastic (3D) work best to demonstrate “handy cup” as portion size). Try to have the total
number of servings representative of the MyPlate: 6 of grain, 3-5 of vegetables, 2-4 fruits, 3 of dairy,
2-3 of protein. Use additional fruit and veggie models if class size is greater than 21 students.
Directions
1. Hand out model foods from all food groups, one to a student, until the models are all distributed.
Explain that each food model represents a serving from its respective food group.
2. Starting with the Grains group, have those students stand and, in turn, share the foods they have.
Define a serving for each food represented (one slice of bread= 1 serving grain; etc.) Explain that
depending on our age, body size and physical activity level, we need at least six serving each day
from the Grain group. At least half (or 3) of these servings should come from whole grains.
3. Continue this format with the remaining food groups (veggies, fruit, dairy, protein),
number of servings, etc. moving across MyPlate. (OMIT COMBINATION FOODS)
4. Ask the students to look at the food models distributed to them. Let them know that serving
sizes can be complicated and confusing, but emphasize that a “cupped hand” or ‘handy cup’ is
about a serving size for most foods (Use your cupped had as a visual and demonstrate how an
apple, cup of cereal, a few carrot sticks, can fit into your cupped hand.)
5. Talk about how sometimes when we get hungry or we eat something we really like, we can dig
into the food like a ‘big hungry bear’ with its claws. (Use your fingers spread wide on both hands
like claws as a visual.) Educator could give an example of their own (like chips). Then ask the
children (take one or two examples) of foods for which they use claw-sized servings.
6. Relate a correct serving size (the cupped hand) with the excess amounts of food we sometimes
eat (the claws). Hold hands first like cups then hold hands high, fingers stretched apart like a bear
claw, while saying: “Serving sizes should be like the cup, not the claw.”
7. Conclude the discussion by saying: “Sometimes we get really hungry, almost like a bear after
hibernating. We claw into food and heap bunches on our plate and then we feel like we need to
eat it all. After we start to eat some of the food, we may find we are no longer hungry, but we try
to eat all the food anyway. Eating too much food can make us uncomfortable and is actually not
healthy for our bodies. We should always start with smaller portions to make sure we don’t eat
too much. Remember when eating food, ‘It’s the cup, not the claw’”.
8. Have student bring their models forward, calling them by food group.

NOTES:

Lesson 6 Activity B
The Move More Game
Objective: To help illustrate the importance of physical activity to use the fuel the body gets from
food…balancing calories in with calories out (physical activity)

Supplies: none
Directions
1. Have students stand at their desks with chairs pushed in. Talk about how kids their age should
be active 60 minutes or more every day. Tell them, “It doesn’t have to be done all at one time.
You might have 2 or 3 recesses during school, physical education class, activity after school and
some evening activity.”
2. Explain that activity should be done hard enough that it causes you to breathe deeply. Tell
students, “In place, pretend you are swimming in a river with Marty. Marty has long legs and
can get through the river fast, so swim fast enough to keep up.” Do this long enough to
increase heart rate and breathing.
3. Talk about how some activity makes muscles strong (what are these from Lesson 5?). Tell
students, “Put your arms straight out to your sides, palms up. Pretend Marty has been playing
in the woods and found a pretty rock in a stream. He swims over and picks it up….OOOOH. it’s
heavy! He carries it back to show you. It’s a big rock! Now raise and lower your arms imagining
the heavy weight. This type of activity, lifting heavy things, require strong muscles to use lots of
energy!
4. Share with kids that bone strengthening activities are also important for kids. Strong bones are
needed for running, jumping rope, and lifting heavy things…like rocks. Have students run in
place, trying to keep up with Marty, who has spotted his friends raccoon and rabbit up the hill.
5. Talk about how physical activity is how we use the fuel from food. Tell them, “We have to
balance how much we eat with how much we use. On days we are very active, we may feel
hungry more often. On days we are not active, we may not feel very hungry so our bodies are
telling us we need less food.”
6. Give students a few seconds to think of a physical activity they like to do. In turn, call on up to 5
students to share their favorite activities. Have everyone act out each movement for 15 to 30
seconds. To up the tempo, play some music.
7. Afterwards have students place their hand over their heart. Ask them “What do you notice
about your heart beat? ANSWER: it’s beating really fast. Yes! Why? This type of activity that
makes our heart muscle work harder…to get strong! Conclude with, “What do you think your
heart is saying to you for helping it get strong? Answer: demonstrate your hand patting chest
to the rhythm of the heart beat (lub-dub) while saying: “Your heart is saying ‘Thank You! Thank
You! Thank You!’”

NOTES:

Lesson 6: Food Tasting
MyPlate Stack Snack
Objective: Expand taste experience though a healthy snack that includes all food groups.
Supplies:
• Napkins
• Plastic gloves
• Hand wipes
• 3 oz. water cups
Ingredients (per tasting)
• Sturdy wholegrain cracker
• 1 x 1 x 1/8 inch slice of low-fat cheese (like mozzarella)
• Cucumber round
• Banana or kiwi round
• Nut (almond or cashew) OR raw, toasted sunflower seeds
Directions
1. Place one piece of each ingredient on a napkin for each student.
2. Have students follow your lead to stack the snack in the following order: Cracker (bottom) then
cucumber, fruit, cheese, nut or seed (top).
3. Reinforce that oil is hiding inside the nut or seed; from bottom to top, most of our food should
come from plant foods like grains, fruit and vegetables.
4. Before eating, ask student to place the stacked snack in their hand.
5. Have students identify whether it is a cup- or claw-sized serving to reinforce the lesson
objectives.
Allergy Alert
Check with school about allergies to nuts or legumes. If sunflower seeds are substituted, make sure
they are manufactured in peanut/tree nut-free environment

NOTES:

Week 6 Challenge: The Cup or the Claw?

Week 6 Challenge: The Cup or the Claw?

Think about foods you like to eat with your “claw.” Tell Marty….

Think about foods you like to eat with your “claw.” Tell Marty….

What foods to you like to eat with your claw?

What foods to you like to eat with your claw?

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

The places I find these foods are

The places I find these foods are

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

What will you do to stay in balance if you have these
foods?

What will you do to stay in balance if you have these
foods?

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

Week 6 Challenge: The Cup or the Claw?

Week 6 Challenge: The Cup or the Claw?

Think about foods you like to eat with your “claw.” Tell Marty….

Think about foods you like to eat with your “claw.” Tell Marty….

What foods to you like to eat with your claw?

What foods to you like to eat with your claw?

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

The places I find these foods are

The places I find these foods are

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

What will you do to stay in balance if you have these
foods?

What will you do to stay in balance if you have these
foods?

___________________________________________

___________________________________________
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Question 1

Question 2

Question 3

Marty separated foods into
go foods, glow foods, and
grow foods. Which food group
contains the go foods?

Name a type of food included
in the grains group of MyPlate.

Which of the following is a once
in a while food (the others
are anytime foods): carrot,
French fries or apple?

Answer: The grains or the orange

food group.

Answer: Bread, cereal, pasta,

crackers, tortillas, etc.

Answer: French fries.

Question 4

Question 5

Question 6

Which should we use for a
serving size: a cupped hand or
an out-stretched hand that looks
like the claw of a hungry bear?

To make sure we wash our
hands long enough, what song
should we sing to ourselves?
Answer: “Twinkle, Twinkle Little

Which of the following helps
food move smoothly through
our intestines: sugar, protein,
fiber or Vitamin C?

Question 7

Question 8

Question 9

How many servings of fruits
and vegetables should we
have every day?

Which food group does
watermelon belong in?

Which of the following foods
should be refrigerated right
away after we get home from
the grocery store: bananas,
milk, cereal or bread?

Answer: A cupped hand.

Answer: Five or more.

Star”.

Answer: The fruit group or the

red food group.

Answer: Fiber.

Answer: Milk.

Question 10

Question 11

Question 12

Which food group do peanuts
and peanut butter belong to?

What nutrient helps us to build
strong bones and teeth?

How many servings of milk
does MyPlate recommend
for kids your age? 1, 2 or 3?

the purple food group.

Answer: Calcium

Answer: Two to three servings.

Lesson 6 or 7 Activity
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Question 13

Question 14

Question 15

Which food groups are known
as the glow food groups?

To be a healthy eater we
need to do at least three
things? The first is to choose
MyPlate foods. The second is
to do 60 minutes of activity.
What is the third things?

Which of the following helps
us to grow and also helps us
to develop our muscles: fiber,
Vitamin A or protein?

Question 16

Question 17

Question 18

Name a food that belongs to
the purple food group.

Give an example of when we
should wash our hands.

Name the food group of the
orange part of tMyPlate.

Answer: Beef, pork, lamb, fish,

Answer: After going to the

Answer: Grains.

Question 19

Question 20

Question 21

Name the food group of the
green part of MyPlate

Name the food group of the
red part of MyPlate.

Name the food group of the
blue part of the MyPlate?.

Answer: Fruits and vegetables.

eggs, beans, or nuts.

Answer: Vegetables.

bathroom, before eating,
before cooking, when our
hands get dirty,
after petting an
animal.

Answer: Fruits.

Answer: Protein.

Answer: Dairy.

Question 22

Question 23

Question 24

Name the food group of the
purple part of MyPlate.

Which food groups contain
the foods known as the grow
foods?

Which of the following is an
anytime food (the others are
once in a while foods):
candy, apple, or potato chips?

Answer: Protein

Answer: Dairy and Protein foods.

Answer: Apple.

Lesson 6 or 7 Activity
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Question 25

Question 26

Question 27

During Marty Moose, we spent
time each lesson being physically
active. Which of the following
activities would give you the most
benefits from physical activity:
watching TV, playing video
games, or riding a bike?

True or False: If you are
unsure if a food is safe to eat,
you should throw it out.

Fiber likes to travel through
the intestine with his “best
buddy.” Who is fiber’s friend?

Answer: True.

Answer: Water.

Question 28

Question 29

Question 30

Many animal foods (meats)
have too much fat. Name one
way to get rid of the fat so it is
healthier for our bodies.

Foods in the Protein
group come from animals and
plants. Name a plant food in
this group.

Name a food in the Protein
group that comes from
an animal.

Answer: Pat cooked meat with
paper towel. Pull
the skin off of
chicken.

Answer: Peanuts, peanut butter,

Question 31: BONUS

Question 32

True or False: Eating breakfast
can help to make us better
students.

Which nutrient is called the
sunshine nutrient because
our bodies make this nutrient
when our skin is exposed to
sunshine?

Answer: Riding a

bike.

Answer: True.

soy nuts, beans,
lentils, peas.

Answer: Vitamin D.

BONUS

Answer: Chicken, hamburger,

salmon, fish sticks,
eggs.

Question 33
When it comes to getting
calcium and Vitamin D, which
beverage is a better choice for
us: milk or soft drinks (pop)?
Answer: Milk.

Question 34
What gives fruit, vegetables
and whole grains “chew value”?
Answer: Fiber.

Lesson 6 or 7 Activity

Grazin with Marty Moose

Parent Newsletter SIX
Dear Parent or Guardian,
Today in nutrition class your children reminded me which foods
come from plants or animals. They also named the food groups
and nutrients to GO, Glow, and Grow! Ask your child why all the
food groups are important for good health.
We learned that for “healthy eaters” to stay in balance, we need to make sure
that we balance the energy (food) we put in our bodies with the energy we
burn by moving our bodies. It’s easy for me because I ‘graze’ for my food by
walking miles every day to find enough to eat. This is harder for humans
because they don’t usually have to walk very far to get a meal when they
are at school or at home; and if they “go out” to eat, they usually sit in a
car. We found through the Move More game that to burn calories, we
need aerobic activities, like walking, playing sports, running to catch a
rabbit or playing tag. This type of activity can make us breathe
harder and also makes our hearts beat faster. I told them that when our hearts
beat faster with physical activity, it’s ‘lub-dub’ sound is telling us “Thank-you!
Thank-you!” Another characteristic of a healthy eater is choosing healthysized portions.
We talked about when we’re as hungry as a bear, we might choose more food
than needed for good health. During It’s the Cup, not the Claw, we discovered
that a healthy serving is about the size of the cup we can form with our hand: the
“handy cup.” When we use our big “claws”, our long fingers can grab too much.
This habit over-serves high calorie snacks.
This week I asked the children to find what foods they eat with a claw-sized serving.
I challenged them to change the serving to a “handy” cup. The MyPlate Stack
Snack on the back of this letter fits into a cupped hand. Even though we ate the
entire MyPlate, we didn’t eat too much.
Have fun this week!
Sincerely,

Marty Moose

Marty Moose
Healthy Eaters Stay in Balance!

Marty Moose Parent Newsletter SIX
Serving Healthy Portions to Your Child
Children are able to sense when they are hungry and when they are not. But, they can’t
use this ability when they are distracted or when others decide how much they should eat.
This sets children up for a lifetime of overeating and health problems. Here are some tips
for feeding kids healthfully.
Serve all meals and snacks at the table.
Serve small portions of all foods.
Serve 1 tablespoon for each year of age, up to 8 years.
Sit, eat, and visit with your child as s/he eats meals and
snacks.

MyPlate Stack Snack

Read labels and measure a serving of packaged snack foods.
Use a small meal plate so child-size portions fill the plate.
Set out healthy snacks that your child can choose between
meals.

A Medium Apple
Healthy Snacks that Fit into Your Handy Cup

MyPlate Stack Snack
Ingredients
 Whole grain crackers
 1 inch X 1 inch X 1/8 inch slide of low-fat cheese
(like part-skim mozzarella)

 Cucumber round
 Fruit round, sliced (banana or kiwi)
 Nut (almond or cashew) or rinsed, canned small bean or acceptable
substitute.
Directions
Place on piece of each ingredient on a napkin for each member of your family.
Stack the snack in order this order: Cracker (base), then cucumber, fruit,
cheese, and top it with a nut, bean seed, or acceptable substitute.
This snack is just the right size – it fits in your child’s “handy cup.” Enjoy!

USDA and Washington State University are equal opportunity providers and employers.
This material was funded by USDA's Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. SNAP. The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP) provides nutrition assistance to people with low income. It can help you buy nutritious foods for a better diet. To
find out more, contact: http://foodhelp.wa.gov or the Basic Food Program at: 1 877 501 2233. All responses will be kept
confidential. Information provided by Washington State University Extension’s Food $ense. Rev. 12/16

The next newsletter should be used when lesson 6 is the last class. Note it has a
different ending and a Farewell message.

Grazin with Marty Moose

Parent Newsletter SIX
Dear Parent or Guardian,
Today your child attended the last class of our nutrition
curriculum. The children are very proud of their new
knowledge. They reminded me which foods come from plants
or animals. They also named the food groups and nutrients to
Go, Glow, and Grow! Ask your child why all the food groups are important for
good health.
We learned that for “healthy eaters” to stay in balance, we need to make sure
that we balance the energy (food) we put in our bodies with the energy we
burn by moving our bodies. It’s easy for me because I ‘graze’ for my food by
walking miles every day to find enough to eat. This is harder for humans
because they don’t usually have to walk very far to get a meal. If they
“go out” to eat, they usually sit in a car. We found through the Move
More game, that to burn calories, we need aerobic activities, like
walking, playing sports, running to catch a rabbit or playing tag. This
type of activity can make us breathe harder and makes our hearts beat
faster. Marty told us that when our hearts beat faster with physical activity, it’s
‘lub-dub’ sound is telling us “Thank-you! Thank-you!”
We talked about when we're as hungry as a bear, we might choose more food
than needed for good health. During It’s the Cup, not the Claw, we discovered
that a healthy serving is about the size of the cup we can form with our hand: the
“handy cup.” When we use our big “claws”, our long fingers can grab too much.
This habit over-serves high calorie snacks.
To celebrate our last session, we had a graduation ceremony. Each student
received a Certificate of Achievement. Ask how your child helped Marty Moose
become Smarty Moose.
I hope that you have enjoyed the parent letters over the past few weeks. With
families and schools working together, we create a solid base for learning and
living healthfully. It has been my pleasure to work with
your child’s second-grade class. Farewell for now!
Sincerely,

Marty Moose

Marty Moose

Healthy Eaters Stay in Balance!

Marty Moose Parent Newsletter SIX
Serving Healthy Portions to Your Child
Children are able to sense when they are hungry and when they are
not. But, they can’t use this ability when they are distracted or when
others decide how much they should eat. This sets children up for a
lifetime of overeating and health problems. Here are some tips for
feeding kids healthfully.

Add photo of snack-sized
serving in handy cup.

Serve all meals and snacks at the table.
Serve small portions of all foods.
Serve 1 tablespoon for each year of age, up to 8 years.
Sit, eat, and visit with your child as s/he eats meals and snacks.
Read labels and measure a serving of packaged snack foods.
Use a small meal plate so child-size portions fill the plate.
Set out healthy snacks that your child can choose between meals.

MyPlate Stack Snack
Ingredients
 Whole grain crackers
 1 inch X 1 inch X 1/8 inch slide of low-fat cheese (like
part-skim mozzarella)
 Cucumber round
 Fruit round, sliced (banana or kiwi)
 Nut (almond or cashew) or rinsed, canned small bean or acceptable
substitute.
Directions
Place on piece of each ingredient on a napkin for each member of your family.
Stack the snack in order this order: Cracker (base), then cucumber, fruit,
cheese, and top it with a nut, bean seed, or acceptable substitute.
This snack is just the right size – it fits in your child’s “handy cup.” Enjoy!

USDA and Washington State University are equal opportunity providers and employers.
This material was funded by USDA's Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. SNAP. The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP) provides nutrition assistance to people with low income. It can help you buy nutritious foods for a better diet. To
find out more, contact: http://foodhelp.wa.gov or the Basic Food Program at: 1 877 501 2233. All responses will be kept
confidential. Information provided by Washington State University Extension’s Food $ense. Rev. 12/16

Grazin’ with Marty Moose (WSU Edition – 2016)
Lesson 7: Preparation and Supplies
LESSON: SMARTY MARTY CHOOSES HEALTHY ENVIRONMENTS

KEY MESSAGES

•
•

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

•
•
•
•

ESTIMATED
TIME
ACADEMIC
ALIGNMENTS
SUPPLIES

HANDOUTS

PREPARATION

EVALUATION:

The food and activity choices we make depend on what is available in our
environment
We can start to change unhealthy environments to healthy ones by asking
for help from the adults who share the environments.
Identify places (environments) where children make food and activity
choices
Associate anytime, sometime, and once-in-a-while foods to relevant places
where children make food decisions
Make a plan to change one unhealthy food choice to a healthy one in one
environment where food decisions are made.
Adopt the “Healthy Celebration Proclamation” in the classroom or at home.

45-60 minutes
Not available
Teaching
• Marty’s MyPlate poster
• Marty’s Messages mini-poster
• All completed Challenge Cards
• Whiteboard/markers/eraser
(classroom provides)

Food Tasting
• 3 ounce paper cups, water
• 2 ounce soufflé cups; Napkins
• 1 Tablespoon measure
• 2 1/2- 3 cups of toasted seeds
(sunflower or pepitas/pumpkin)
-or- flavored air-popped corn

• My Environments Map template
• Post survey (to leave with
classroom teacher)
• Anytime, Sometime, and Once-in-a-While food cards
• Parent Letter/Parent Surveys/Teacher Observation Report
• Worksheets: (Anytime, Sometime, and Once in a While)
• NERI: Smarty Moose Certificates; pencils (optional); Blank Healthy
Celebration Proclamation for classroom teacher
Before class complete these steps…
• Review teaching materials
• Read background information
• Print and prepare handouts, and teaching aids; place student’s name on
each certificate.
• Sort through the mailbox completed challenge cards. Categorize by
environments (school, home, park, farmer market, grocery store etc.)
• Roast raw seeds (pepitas or sunflower) or gather popcorn and air-popper
• Hang Marty Moose’s MyPlate poster (in his environment with active
friends)
For FFY18, administer Student Post survey; distribute Teacher Observation Survey.
Give teachers a deadline to returning observation survey.

Lesson 7: Lesson Overview
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review Marty’s Messages with students.
Link these messages to where Marty does these behaviors:
o Romp and Play (in the meadows where he and his friends can play tag and kickball; and forest
where they can play hide and go seek; in the lake where they can swim)
o Wash your hooves often (streams and lakes)
o Lap up plenty of water (streams and lakes)
o Nibble your food and enjoy (meadows, fields, forest, lakes)
o Graze on plants (fruits, vegetables and grains) - same as above
o Choose healthy places to eat and play – same as above
So Marty finds his food and plays in all the places that he lives…his environment. His environment
makes food and activity available to him.
Marty’s natural environment is good to him because it provides him with only the ‘anytime’ foods
and activity that he needs for good health.
State that Marty wonders about humans’ health in their environments. Explore the many places
(environments) that they/humans have food and physical activity. (Learn, live, play, shop, eat). See
Activity 7A.
o Share that Marty read through his mailbox challenges and found what environments (where)
the students found food and activity in (share a couple).
o Point out that there is food in most every environment, but it is not all ‘Anytime’ foods.
Complete Activity 7B
o Review anytime, sometime and once in a while food choices.
o Begin to review the completed challenges that were sorted. There may only be time for a few,
so choose challenges that may be from different environments and various types of food
(anytime, sometime, once in a while).
Share Smarty Marty’s final challenge: A Healthy Celebration Proclamation. Explain what it is. Ask
them to talk about how they can make their classroom a healthy food and activity environment.
Hand it to the classroom teacher. If they (students) decide to adopt this, they need to discuss what
they want to do with the adult in charge of the classroom environment (teacher). Ask for the
classroom to take a picture of it and send it to SNAP Ed educator. This can be photo documentation
for Environmental Supports.
Thank the students for helping Marty Moose become Smarty Moose, and distribute the Certificates
of Completion.
Serve tasting, Mooseberry Crunch (see recipe) or air-popped corn
Play Activity 7C: Smarty Marty’s TIC TAC TOE to review new knowledge.
Administer Post survey.
Distribute parent letter to each student; or have the teacher put them in backpacks/cubbies.
Leave suggested worksheets with teacher if not used while preparing snack.
Thank the students for letting Marty and you visit their class.

Educators Notes:
Time. To decrease time on this lesson, Complete Activity 7A, initiate Activity 7B and have classroom
teacher complete it at another time, and/or delete Activity 7C Smarty Marty TIC TAC TOE
• Pre/post survey: For FY18, educator should administer the survey. You may need additional time.
• Food Tasting. Mooseberry Crunch is a ready-to-go snack tasting to minimize time. Using a toasted
seed (Protein group) provides a chewy taste with great flavor! Another option is air-popped corn to
which flavors can be added, if desired.
• MyEnvironments Map Template. An 8 x 11 inch template depicts community food and physical
activity environments. The educator can recreate it on large chart paper, or on the whiteboard. It
can also be enlarged to poster size by going to a print shop. The connecting lines can be drawn with
black marker. his is used in Activity 7A. In Activity 7B, the map is then used as the background for
challenge cards to be posted by the ‘environment’ (school, home, etc.) where the food or physical
activity was accessed.
The picture below illustrates another option for recording student challenge card activities. This may
work better than attaching the cards to the MyEnvironments Map for some classrooms.
•

o What do we see (Observe)? Where are healthy foods placed? Activities? Unhealthy
foods?
o What can we do about where unhealthy food choices are made?

Tic Tac Toe. Set up as small teams so no individual is put on the spot to answer; an individual on a
team gets to place the X and O. Can also have the class vs. nutrition educator, which is fun.
o To minimize prep time use a white board in the classroom with dry erase markers.
o Students may have problems with the words “true” and “false.” Other definitions are
“correct/not correct,” “right/wrong,” or “yes/no”

•

Food Tasting
•

•

Seeds are rich in protein. They have a cover on the outside that
provides fiber. This is another great opportunity to tie water and
fiber as “best buddies”.
Toasting seeds give them more flavor; and can provide more
“crunch” for chewing.

Lesson 7
VOCABULARY
Map Explore
Seeds Flavor
Environment
Celebrate

Activities
Activity A: Where Are My Food and Activity Environments?
Activity B: Exploring My Environments
Activity C: Smarty Marty’s TIC TAC TOE

Smarty Marty’s Final Challenge
Marty wants you to think about making the environment you share (classroom) a healthier
environment. Consider Smarty Marty’s Healthy Celebration Proclamation Challenge. Should the
class accept, sign (with hoof prints) and take a picture to send to the educator with what the
class plans to do for Healthy Celebrations. Invite the Principal, and SNAP-Ed educator (if
available) to your first Healthy Celebration during the school year. Take a photo of the ‘signed’
proclamation and the first celebration with healthy options. Send it to the SNAP-Ed Educator.

Lesson 7: Teaching Outline
SMARTY MARTY CHOOSES HEALTHY ENVIRONMENTS
Time/Hints Teaching Outline
3 minutes
Vocab: map;
explore, seeds,
flavor,
environment,
celebrate

• Review / recite Marty’s Messages (mini-poster).
• Review main concepts from previous lesson.
• Last week Marty challenged you to change ‘claw’ servings to ‘cup’
servings to stay in balance. What did you do? Where did you do it?
Congratulate the students on making healthier choices!

10 minutes
Activity 7 A

Where Are My Food and Activity Environments? (see script)
• Over that last 6 weeks, Marty challenged each of you to write to him
about where you find food and what food was found.
• Marty finds his food and plays in all the places he lives…his environment.
His environment provides food and places to play.
• Marty’s natural environment is good to him because it provides only the
“anytime” foods and physical activity that he needs for good health.
• State that Marty wonders if it’s the same for humans’ health in their
environments. State: He wanted me to share with you today what he
found out when he read the weekly challenges that you dropped in his
mailbox.
• Explore the many places (environments) that they/humans have food
and physical activity. (Learn, live, play, shop, eat).

10 minutes
Activity 7 B

Exploring My Environments (see script)
• Now Marty wants us to explore these places.
• When Marty read through your mailbox challenges he also learned what
food and physical activities you did in these environments. (share a
couple examples).
• Point out that there is food in most every environment, but for humans, it
is not only “Anytime” foods.
• Review anytime, sometime and once-in-a-while food choices.
• NOTE: Begin to review the completed challenges that were pre-sorted.
There may only be time for a few, so choose examples that represent
different environments; and various types of food (anytime, sometime,
once-in-a- while). If time is limited, start with school cafeteria, classroom,
and home.
• What environment has the most ‘anytime’ foods? (cafeteria)
• How do second graders make healthier choices in environments where
they find sometime or once in a while foods? ANSWER: ask the adult in
charge that shares the environment.
• (Using an example from the map) What is one change we could make to
(environment)

HINT: refer
to list in
Educator’s
notes.

PA break needed
after mapping: can
use any break
previously used or act
out some of the PA’s
listed on the map

5 minutes
Marty’s
Final
Challenge

Pass out
challenge
cards; have
students
write options

Marty’s Last Classroom Challenge:
• Now Marty wants to give you one last challenge.
• Marty wants you to think about making the environment you share
(classroom) a healthier environment. He wants your class and teacher to
consider accepting the Smarty Marty’s Healthy Celebration Proclamation
Challenge. (Read the Proclamation aloud).
• If the class wants to meet this challenge, what do they need to do?
ANSWER: Ask for help from the adult in charge, their teacher.
• What type of healthy changes can you make for healthy classroom
celebrations? (have some anytime foods for celebrations; do some fun
games that move our bodies.)
• What ideas does MS./MR.
(teacher) have for how to celebrate
occasions healthfully? (brain boosters during the day, etc.)
• Should the class accept, everyone who wants to join Smarty Marty’s
Healthy Celebration Challenge for the classroom should sign the poster
(with hoof prints) with the teacher. Take a picture to send to the SNAPEd educator with what the class plans to do for Healthy Celebrations.
When you have a healthy celebration, invite the Principal, and SNAP-Ed
educator (if available) to your event during the school year. Take a photo
of the ‘signed’ proclamation and the first celebration with healthy
options; send the pictures (electronically) to the SNAP-Ed Educator.
• I will be very excited to see what this class does with this challenge!

5-7 minutes • Briefly summarize adventures with Marty, including exploring new foods

Graduation

and environments, activities and learning about anytime, sometimes
foods.
• Review Marty’s messages for the last time.
• Thank the students for helping Marty Moose become Smarty Moose.
• Distribute Graduation Certificates.
NOTE: Some educators also give out pencils with messages and a
handshake.
10 minutes Mooseberry Crunch (see recipe) or Air-popped corn with flavorings
Food Tasting • Prepare samples with student helpers.
• Have other students wash hands, then work on worksheets.
• Serve quick taste of this simple snack.
Activity 7 C • Marty has planned some great fun for us today! He has a special game
TIME: until
that we are going to play. It’s called Smarty Marty’s Tic Tac Toe!
end of class
• Smarty Marty’s Tic Tac Toe (see script)
15 minutes • Administer student post-survey.
Post-survey

2 minutes
Wrap Up

• Distribute parent letters to students, or have classroom teacher put in
back packs/cubbies.
• Hand the Teacher Observation Report to the teacher. Make
arrangements to pick them up at a specified date.

Lesson 7: Activity A
Where Are My Food and Activity Environments?
Objective: To identify the many environments where children access food and activity
Supplies: You will need a whiteboard or chart paper or poster sized version of
MyEnvironments template; and colored markers on which to draw pictorially the various
environments children find food and do physical activity (see graphic below). Post the Marty
MyPlate Mini-poster depicting streams, meadows, animal friends, forests, etc. This will help
with the introduction and transition from Marty’s environments to human environments
where we access food and play.

Directions:
1. Over that last 6 weeks, Marty challenged each of you to write to him about where you find
food and what food was found.
2. Marty finds his food and plays in all the places he lives…his environment. His environment
also provides food and places to play.
3. Marty’s natural environment is good to him because it provides only the “anytime” foods
and physical activity that he needs for good health.
4. State that Marty wonders if it’s the same for humans’ health in their environments. State:
He wanted me to share with you today what he found out when he read the weekly
challenges that you dropped in his mailbox.
5. Explore the many places (environments) that they/humans have food and physical activity.
(Learn, live, play, shop, eat).

NOTES:

Lesson 7 Activity B
Exploring MyEnvironments
Objective: Identify what and where ‘anytime’, ‘sometime’ and ‘once in a while’ foods were
found in our environments over the past 6 weeks. Identify at least one change to improve a
food and activity environment.

Supplies: All the weekly challenge cards submitted to Marty’s Mailbox. Pre-sort the

challenge cards by domain before class. The pictograph map of the environments identified
by students in Activity 7 A. MyEnvironments poster.

Directions
1. Now Marty wants us to explore these places.
2. When Marty read through your mailbox challenges, he also learned what food and
physical activities you did in these environments. (share a couple examples).
3. Point out that there is food in most every environment, but for humans, it is not only
“Anytime” foods.
4. Review anytime, sometime and once-in-a-while food choices.
5. NOTE: Begin to review the completed challenges. There may only be time for a few, so
choose examples that represent different environments and various types of food (any
time, sometime, once-in-a-while). If time is limited, start with school cafeteria,
classroom, and home.
- Classroom teacher can complete this later in the week so all choices made are
recognized on the chart.
6. What environment has the most ‘anytime’ foods? (cafeteria)
7. How do second graders make healthier choices in environments where they find
sometime or once in a while foods? ANSWER: ask the adult in charge that shares the
environment.
8. (Using an example from the map) What is one change we could make to
(environment) where we might make an unhealthy choice?
9. Celebrations happen all year long-even in summer-so remember to bring
healthy, fun foods and physical activities to each special occasion!

NOTES:

Lesson 7: Food Tasting
Mooseberry Crunch
Objective: Expand taste experience though a healthy, plant-based protein.
Ingredients
• 2 Tablespoons/student toasted pepitas (pumpkin seeds) or sunflower seeds*
• Drinking water

Supplies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hand wipes
3 ounce paper or plastic disposable cups
2 ounce paper tasting (soufflé) cups
1 Tablespoon measure
Napkins
Tray

Directions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Set up sampling cups on a tray.
With a tablespoon measure, place two tablespoons of toasted seeds in each tasting cup.
Pour water into drinking cups.
Distribute food sample and water.
Pick up used paper products and dispose.

*Due to potential allergies to peanut oil, it’s best to toast raw seeds in canola oil. Roast at 350 degrees
for 15 – 20 minutes, stirring occasionally. Lightly salt with fine-grained salt.
Alternative: Use a non-stick skillet preheated to 350 degrees. Stir frequently to avoid scorching seeds.
Remove them from heat when turn light brown.

Lesson 7: Food Tasting
Moose Popcorn
Objective: Expand taste experience though a healthy, whole grain.
Ingredients
• ½ cup popcorn
• Flavorings
• Drinking water

Supplies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hand wipes
Air popper
Large bowl, spoon for mixing flavors into popcorn
4 ounce paper tasting cups or fry boats
Napkins
Tray

Directions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Set up sampling cups or boats on a tray.
Measure ½ cup popcorn and place in the air popper. Place bowl under air popper spout.
Add flavorings and mix well with spoon.
Place taste in sampling cups or boats
Pour water into drinking cups.
Distribute food sample and water.
Pick up used paper products and dispose.

Flavoring Suggestions

Week 7 Challenge: Healthy Celebrations!

Week 7 Challenge: Healthy Celebrations!

Think about Marty’s Healthy Celebration challenge. Tell Marty….

Think about Marty’s Healthy Celebration challenge. Tell Marty….

What “anytime” foods could you bring to a classroom
party?

What “anytime” foods could you bring to a classroom
party?

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

What fun games could you play at a class party?

What fun games could you play at a class party?

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

What drinks would be fun and healthy at your party?

What drinks would be fun and healthy at your party?

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

Week 7 Challenge: Healthy Celebrations!

Week 7 Challenge: Healthy Celebrations!

Think about Marty’s Healthy Celebration challenge. Tell Marty….

Think about Marty’s Healthy Celebration challenge. Tell Marty….

What “anytime” foods could you bring to a classroom
party?

What “anytime” foods could you bring to a classroom
party?

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

What fun games could you play at a class party?

What fun games could you play at a class party?

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

What drinks would be fun and healthy at your party?

What drinks would be fun and healthy at your party?

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

✁
Cut Here

Question 1

Question 2

Question 3

Marty separated foods into
go foods, glow foods, and
grow foods. Which food group
contains the go foods?

Name a type of food included
in the grains group of MyPlate.

Which of the following is a once
in a while food (the others
are anytime foods): carrot,
French fries or apple?

Answer: The grains or the orange

food group.

Answer: Bread, cereal, pasta,

crackers, tortillas, etc.

Answer: French fries.

Question 4

Question 5

Question 6

Which should we use for a
serving size: a cupped hand or
an out-stretched hand that looks
like the claw of a hungry bear?

To make sure we wash our
hands long enough, what song
should we sing to ourselves?
Answer: “Twinkle, Twinkle Little

Which of the following helps
food move smoothly through
our intestines: sugar, protein,
fiber or Vitamin C?

Question 7

Question 8

Question 9

How many servings of fruits
and vegetables should we
have every day?

Which food group does
watermelon belong in?

Which of the following foods
should be refrigerated right
away after we get home from
the grocery store: bananas,
milk, cereal or bread?

Answer: A cupped hand.

Answer: Five or more.

Star”.

Answer: The fruit group or the

red food group.

Answer: Fiber.

Answer: Milk.

Question 10

Question 11

Question 12

Which food group do peanuts
and peanut butter belong to?

What nutrient helps us to build
strong bones and teeth?

How many servings of milk
does MyPlate recommend
for kids your age? 1, 2 or 3?

the purple food group.

Answer: Calcium

Answer: Two to three servings.

Lesson 6 or 7 Activity

✁
Cut Here

Question 13

Question 14

Question 15

Which food groups are known
as the glow food groups?

To be a healthy eater we
need to do at least three
things? The first is to choose
MyPlate foods. The second is
to do 60 minutes of activity.
What is the third things?

Which of the following helps
us to grow and also helps us
to develop our muscles: fiber,
Vitamin A or protein?

Question 16

Question 17

Question 18

Name a food that belongs to
the purple food group.

Give an example of when we
should wash our hands.

Name the food group of the
orange part of tMyPlate.

Answer: Beef, pork, lamb, fish,

Answer: After going to the

Answer: Grains.

Question 19

Question 20

Question 21

Name the food group of the
green part of MyPlate

Name the food group of the
red part of MyPlate.

Name the food group of the
blue part of the MyPlate?.

Answer: Fruits and vegetables.

eggs, beans, or nuts.

Answer: Vegetables.

bathroom, before eating,
before cooking, when our
hands get dirty,
after petting an
animal.

Answer: Fruits.

Answer: Protein.

Answer: Dairy.

Question 22

Question 23

Question 24

Name the food group of the
purple part of MyPlate.

Which food groups contain
the foods known as the grow
foods?

Which of the following is an
anytime food (the others are
once in a while foods):
candy, apple, or potato chips?

Answer: Protein

Answer: Dairy and Protein foods.

Answer: Apple.

Lesson 6 or 7 Activity

✁
Cut Here

Question 25

Question 26

Question 27

During Marty Moose, we spent
time each lesson being physically
active. Which of the following
activities would give you the most
benefits from physical activity:
watching TV, playing video
games, or riding a bike?

True or False: If you are
unsure if a food is safe to eat,
you should throw it out.

Fiber likes to travel through
the intestine with his “best
buddy.” Who is fiber’s friend?

Answer: True.

Answer: Water.

Question 28

Question 29

Question 30

Many animal foods (meats)
have too much fat. Name one
way to get rid of the fat so it is
healthier for our bodies.

Foods in the Protein
group come from animals and
plants. Name a plant food in
this group.

Name a food in the Protein
group that comes from
an animal.

Answer: Pat cooked meat with
paper towel. Pull
the skin off of
chicken.

Answer: Peanuts, peanut butter,

Question 31: BONUS

Question 32

True or False: Eating breakfast
can help to make us better
students.

Which nutrient is called the
sunshine nutrient because
our bodies make this nutrient
when our skin is exposed to
sunshine?

Answer: Riding a

bike.

Answer: True.

soy nuts, beans,
lentils, peas.

Answer: Vitamin D.

BONUS

Answer: Chicken, hamburger,

salmon, fish sticks,
eggs.

Question 33
When it comes to getting
calcium and Vitamin D, which
beverage is a better choice for
us: milk or soft drinks (pop)?
Answer: Milk.

Question 34
What gives fruit, vegetables
and whole grains “chew value”?
Answer: Fiber.

Lesson 6 or 7 Activity

Grazin with Marty Moose

Parent Newsletter SEVEN
Dear Parent or Guardian,
Today your child attended the last class of our nutrition curriculum.
During our final adventure, we explored our food and activity
environments. We discovered that the choices we make depend on
what is available at the places we live, learn, play, and eat.
One way my students can change unhealthy food and activity
environments to healthy ones is by asking for help from adults who share those
environments. I’ve included some tips on page 2 about how you may help your
child make the healthy choice the easy choice.
At school, one of the healthiest food environments is the
cafeteria because it offers the most ‘anytime’ foods. In the
classroom, both the teachers and all of you parents can help. As
a last challenge, I presented each classroom with a Healthy
Celebration Proclamation. If they decide to act on this challenge,
each classroom will decide how they will improve their access to
healthy foods and physical activities in the classroom and school
environments. Here are a couple of suggestions: Include some
healthy food choices (anytime foods) for classroom
celebrations; choose active games to play or have ‘brain breaks’
during class; choose and drink nonfat or low-fat white milk for
lunch. Your children were very creative and enthusiastic about making these healthful
changes and I am very proud of them!
To celebrate our last session, we had a graduation ceremony.
Each student received a Certificate of Achievement. Ask how
your child helped Marty Moose become Smarty Moose.
I hope that you have enjoyed the parent letters over the past few weeks.
The classroom teachers report positive changes in the students’ food
behaviors at school. With families and schools working together, we create
a solid base for learning and living healthfully.
It has been my pleasure to work with your child’s second-grade class. Farewell
for now, and remember…Healthy Eating!
Sincerely,

Marty Moose

Marty Moose Parent Newsletter SEVEN
Tips for Making Healthy Food Choices
Environment Instead of…
At Home…

At School…
…cafeteria
…fund raisers
…classroom
celebrations

Rewarding with
favorite, foods high in
sugar, salt and fat…

Make the Healthy Choice the Easy Choice

Reward with healthy snacks like fruit, veggies with
low fat Marty Moose dips.

Rewarding with screen
time…

Reward with activities like going to the park, taking a
walk, outside games, or riding bikes.

Keeping healthy snack
foods out of sight…

Place healthy snack foods like fruit on the counter at
eye level so they can ‘grab and go’.

Unhealthy snacks on
the counter or familiar
place…
Having sugarsweetened drinks
available…

Keep sometime or once-in-a-while snacks out of
sight, so they don’t trigger eating.

Flavored milk…
Candy or bake sales…

White low-fat milk.
Activity marathons, sell fruit baskets or nuts and
seeds, or wrapping paper.
Child’s favorite fruit, veggies with dip; low-fat
crackers and cheese, water flavored with fruit.

Cakes, cookies, candy,
sugary beverages…

Keep a water pitcher with clean glasses on the
counter or in the refrigerator. Add sliced fruit or
herbs to flavor the water and make it “appealing.”

Mooseberry Crunch Recipe
Ingredients: raw nuts or seeds of your choice, canola oil or spray
To toast nuts or seeds in an oven or skillet…
• Heat oven or skillet to 350 degrees F.
• Brush rimmed cookie sheet or skillet with canola oil.
• Spread nuts or seeds into single layer.
• Place in oven for 10-15 minutes. Stir often until lightly
browned.
• Lightly salt if preferred.
To Store and Use… Store in airtight container in freezer. Add to salads, side dishes
or sandwiches for extra “crunch.”

USDA and Washington State University are equal opportunity providers and employers.
This material was funded by USDA's Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. SNAP. The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP) provides nutrition assistance to people with low income. It can help you buy nutritious foods for a better diet. To
find out more, contact: http://foodhelp.wa.gov or the Basic Food Program at: 1 877 501 2233. All responses will be kept
confidential. Information provided by Washington State University Extension’s Food $ense. Rev. 12/16

Marty's Healthy Celebration Proclamation
Whereas, Marty Moose and WSU SNAP-Ed, funded by the USDA’s

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program – SNAP, are committed to
helping improve students’ health through nutrition and physical activity; and

Whereas, schools are an influential environment and play a powerful role in
supporting the health and nutrition of students; and

Whereas, Marty Moose and our school are dedicated to encouraging students ,

teachers, and parents to adopt healthy habits by bringing nutritious foods to
school parties, events, and celebrations.

Now, therefore, our class adopts this Marty Moose Healthy Celebrations

Proclamation.

Proclaimed this _____ day of ______________, _ ___.

Marty's Healthy Celebration Proclamation
Whereas, Marty Moose and SNAP-Ed, funded by the USDA’s
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program – SNAP, are committed to
helping improve students’ health through nutrition and physical activity; and

Whereas, schools are an influential environment and play a powerful role in

supporting the health and nutrition of students; and

Whereas, Marty Moose and our school are dedicated to encouraging students,

teachers, and parents to adopt healthy habits by bringing nutritious foods to
school parties, events, and celebrations.

Now, therefore, our class adopts this Marty Moose Healthy Celebrations

Proclamation.

Proclaimed this _____ day of ______________, _ ___.

